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Greater Portland's news and arts weekly

MARCH 15, 1990
By Mary Lea Crawley

Homeless allege abuse,
being unfairly turned away

Amber Redimarker, 19, is six months
pregnant and homeless. She arrived in
Portland at the end of December. Her
boyfriend, Jim, 23, followed her from a
shelter in Brunswick. Amber and Jim
have been homeless for three years.
On a cold night in January, Amber
was turned away from Portland's Oxford Street shelter for homeless adults.
"I showed up one minute late and
they wouldn't let me in," she said, pushing her brown hair away from her eyes.
"I was lucky I had friends to go to." Rita
Houregan, manager of the Oxford Street

shelter, said Amber was familiar with
the shelter's rules. And one ofthose rules
is to show up before 10 p.rn.
Six homeless people have brought
complaints about the Oxford Street Shelter to Portland's Pine Tree Legal Assistance, which provides legal aid to lowincome people. Like Amber, clients
complain of being unfairly turned away
from the shelter. They also claim that the
shelter, marred by physical and verbal
abuse, is less than the haven it sets out to
be.

Continued on page 5
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Amber Redlmariter and her boyfriend Jim.

The politi·c s of skiing
Environmentalists take on the development moguls
By Hilary McOJmb Nangle

Wilderness. To some it's unspoiled landscape and a
place for outdoor recreation, not necessarily the 'back of
beyond' with no sign of man at all. It can be the opportunity to drive through a relatively undeveloped area, to
hike, swim, ski.
For others, wilderness is a more definable term. It's
remote, untouched, with no sign of intrusion.

Wilderness and recreation seem united, but they're not.
Ski resorts are a case in point. They provide recreation and
the opportunity to enjoy the outdoor world . At the same
time, ski areas destroy pristine environments. So as ski
areas across Maine and New Hampshire expand, they're
meeting strong opposition from environmental groups.

Continued on 1?"ge 6
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VIEWS
Water "taken for granted"

We are please to announce the opening of our newest store at 288 Fore Street in
the Old Port Exchange. Richard Parks Gallery offers the latest in internationally
designed furnishings, art & picture framing, children's furniture, carpets and state of
the art lighting. Our talented, knowledgable and dedicated staff look forward to intraduing you to Maine's largest collection of contemporary furnishings.
Open House Friday & Saturday, March 16, 17,
Reception open to the public 5:00 to 7:00 pm Saturday. See you there.

I would like to think that your artiCle on water conservation,
"Down the Drain," (CBW 3.1.90) will open at least some of our eyes
to the problems addressed. Unfortunately though water probably
is and will continue to be the most abused and taken for granted
natural resource that we have. Without water we would cease to
exist and this planet would have no more value to the universe than
Jupiter itself.
Each day we use perfectly safe drinking water to carry our waste
into the sewers. We use drinking fountains that allow unused water
to trickle down the drain. What is so precious to other people in
othercountriesiscareiesslywasted by us all everyday. Itissaid that
an individual wastes more water in one day that the average family
uses in a month in Kenya. What else would you expect from a
society that cuts down perfectly healthy pine trees each year, just to
hang decorations on them for a few weeks and then throw them
away...
It is virtually impossible to think that we will snap to and stop
using this planet and all its resources as if they were in endless.
supply. What would wedoifsomeday the faucet handle was turned
and nothing came out?
Wonder if you may ... so much water that we could construct a
pipeline from Maine to the Midwest and in times of drought save
the farmers- just imagine. Just imagine a holding tank in each home
that collects wasted fresh water to use in toilets. Imagine if you <
would plenty of water for future generations to come.

Vim, McuurcCITd, DiM:owr, Financing auail4ble, Frw ParJUng in r«J.r

170 Park Street
Bangor

942-6880

288 Fore Street
Portland
774-3528

Scott Plummer
Westbrook

lfigh Street
Ellsworth
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SPECIALTY SHOP FOR WOMEN
185 PARK ROW
BRUNSWICK, MAINE
"AROUND THE CORNER FROM BOWDOIN
COLLEGE. ACROSS FROM THE
BIG GREY CHURCH"
STORE HOURS 9:30-5:30

The Casco Bay Country Store is happy to present
to you our mother of the bride collection and our
unique array of cocktail dresses.
Our model is Heather MacRae Johnson, our
daughter-in-law, wearing a Judith Ann sequined silk
in black and gold.
Our ladies are trained to hcJp you with your
smallest problem. We are now showing cruise and
spring wear and a good selection of spring suitsvery nice interview suits.
Come let us pamper you.
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with their 100%
washable linen
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their playful two-tone
sallor dress, available
in bright blue & wMe,
sharp black & white,
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More than plastic bottles
The Casco Bay Weekly must be commended for its "Down the
Drain" coverstoryon water consumption and conservation, and for
its efforts in cQvering thc petition drive to have the Portland Water
District's rate increase suspended pending a comprehenSive investigation by the Public Utilities Commission.
Organizers of the petition seek review in such areas as the format
of the rate &tructure, which rewards consumption rather than conservation, and the lack of effort on the part of the Water District in
educating its customers about conservation, both indoors and outoutdoors, and in such areas as waste avoidance (not using garbagc
disposals, not using toilets as garbage cans, etc.).
While I appreciate the Earth Day plans of the Gulf of Maine
Aquarium, the Friends of Casco Bay, and the City of Portland, it is
important to keep in mind that any large conservation effort will
have an impact on the revenue base, and must therefore be carefully
coordinated with the Portland Water District. Merely shifting the
burden from one community to another will not solve the problem,
and adding conservation devices in situations where fixture replacement is called for will only serve to discourage consumers
from further participation.
I can only hope that these organizations recognize that the issues
are more complex than the simple addition of plastic bottles to toilet
tanks.

~1Jc ~
Mark Usinger
South Portland
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Oh, if you .till hoi . . some oil in lhol cellar from I..ttim., bring that to ua, loo!

-Offer Good Only At-

Casco Bay Weekly
distrilrutes 20jXJO ~ free
of cluzrge every ThursdRy.
No person may lake mon! than one
of each iss~ without !he pmnission
of Casco Bay Weekly. Additional
copies of tire curmrt issue and/or
some Uadc ~ may !Ie purc:hasai
fur $1 each at !he CAsco Bay Weekly
offia. Domestic subscriptions are
mailed 3rd class and are $36/yem,

paytWle in tldmna.
Mogul MedII!, Inc. publishes
Casco Bay Wee1dy. Entire contents
@19901Jy Mogul Media, Inc.

I have a problem and think you might be able to help me out. If
I want to boil some water for oabneal should I pour cold tap water
into the kettle and use my gas stove to heat it; or should I run the tap
until it gets hot, then put on the stove for a shorter time?

VIEWS are opinions. Your views are here,and sometimes ours. Please !Ie brief
when you write, and please include a phone number (which will 1Wt !Ie
published) so that we can verify your letter. MRil to: VIEWS, Casco BIlY

A lot of do-It-yourselfers think changing their car'lS ollis fun.
Yeah, until they have to get rid of it That's a pain. Why not go to
Jiffy Lube in the first place? Our oil, lube and fluid service only
takes ten minutes, with no appointment-and we'll properly
dispose of the oil for youl That's a pleasurel

Contributors
Lynda Barry, Bmrda CImulIer,
Mary Ua Cmw/ey, [)ave Marsh,
Hilary Mc.OmIb Nangle,
KeUy N~lson, Roland STJJtd,
Drm Tonin~ Don Rubin,
Matt Wuer.0

Casco Bay Weekly
187 CIartl Street
PortIMId, ME 04102
2077756601

Watched pot

Weekly, 187 Clark St., Portland,ME. 04102.

Now that you've changed the oil,
what are you going to do with it?

TOM!

Patrick Hogan
Portland
just check out
the Classifleds--you might come up with rosesl

brings
a burst of
Sprlngto
AmaryUis...

Cluslfled Advertising
Melissa Johnson
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"Making comfort, quality, and good design affordable for the people of Maine"
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uncommon records, tapes & C.D.'s
In·the Old Port

e

332 Fore Street

e

Portland. 772.8416

14-POINT

on SERVICE

I
I
I

*With this coupon, our mid-week (Tues.,
I
Wed., Thurs.) customers get our famous
I
nt service plus a certificate good
I
for a FREE Car Wash at one of 3 area
Hours. I
car washes. Offer good on any day-a
$7,50 value! Come see us Tues., Wed. M-F 8
I
or Thurs. and save the weekend for
- I
your
clean,
well
car!
Sat.
_ _ _ _ _driving
___
__
___
_maintained
_____
__
_ _8-4
_ _I
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Gzsco &y Wetkly

LlelGUS

f $-1-:00- 01:-'; ----

COFFEE &
MUFFIN

: any sandwich,
I salad
: or ent~ee
I
: wrrH THIS COUPON
Expires March 3 1

I
I

F~sh

I

ffimf m~1r---

SOUPS· SANDWICHES· SALADS
"A Healthy Alternative"
416 Fore St•• Old Port. '7'74-4342 • 0 en '7 am - '7

m

FILM DEVELOPING SALE!
Reprints & Enlargements

20 Mo2fE
7(
LOW PRICES

- Offer available through April 7. 1990-

Salle .applieS to 3'1l" reprKlU from 3Smm, DIsc. 110 &. 126 colo!"~...es only and to 5.:7 ancIB..:lO ~nlargements
from color n~9auves or 511<k~ Cannot be combined WIth any other sale offe

m labo~tory arumals_ Accordmg to State ToxicolOgist Robert
Frakes, fish caught from the Penobscot and Androscoggin rivers
had up to 34 parts per trillion (ppt) of dioxin. Fish with more than
25 ppt of dioxin are not safe to eat, according to the U.5_ Food and
Drug Administration_ But Frakes, who called dioxin the "the most
potent carcinogen known," said that any amount could be dangerous, especially to "sport fishennen, who eat more fish_" Fish
caught in the Pr~umpscot River in Westbrook had up to 1.3 ppt.
Even that level "IS not so low that it isn't cause for concern," said
Barry Mower of the Department of Environmental Protection
(DEP)_
Frakes said the dioxins come primarily from industries on the
river, especially from paper mills, like S_D_ Warren in Westbrook
which use a chlorine bleaching process_ Since DEP tests yielded
similar results in 1985, a handbook anglers get when they pay for
their. fishing licenses has ,:"arned that women who are pregnant or
nursmg shouldn't eat fish from certain rivers, including the
Presumpscot. The new results "support the old advisory" and
may lead to more stringent wamings_

Environmentally chic shoppers have a new accessory this
season: Shop 'n Save's reusable canvas shopping bag_ According
to Shop 'n Save spokesperson Anne-Marie Davee, when Shop 'n
Save launched an in-house plastic recycling program and began
using recycled plastic bags last month, shoppers sent "letters and
comments" to Shop 'n Save that said re-usable canvas bag would
be a "sounder environmental alternative." Hannaford Brothers,
parent company to Shop 'n Save, is now selling the bags at all 70
supennarkets it operates in Maine, New Hampshire, Vennont,
Massachussets an.d New York. The reusable bags, which hold
about as much as paper shopping bags, are all cotton and cost
$5.99.

FREE FILM plus FREE 2nd SET of PRINTS
71 u.s. Route 1
Scarborough. Me
883-7363

..

Quality.CO~tempor~ &
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Shop 'n Save grabs cloth bags
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Toxic fish story unfolds In Maine

$1.00
'till 1 1

Not good on detivenes
•.
I coupon per person per day - - -

UPDATES

WBIG DEALI

~

Convenient Hours
Mon-Fri 7:30-6
saturday 9:(J().1
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TRUST THE PROS
AT BPS PHOTO
EXPRESS!

-. One Great Beer
Deserves Another.
Quality, that's always been the

City tightens belt on budget
Portland City Manager Robert Ganley said that Portland's 12
department heads want more money than the city can afford for
the 1990-91 budget. Ganley wants the department heads to cut
their requests back by $5 million. According to Anita Lachance,
director of management analysis for the Citv of Portland, the
department heads asked for what added up to a $16 milhon
increase over this year's budget. But Ganley decided the City can
only afford an $11 million increaSl'
Ganley has told department heads to "start agam With the
assumption that the city can't afford new positions," Lachance
said. That means that Portland Pohce Chief Michael Chitwood
won't be able to hire the SIX new cops he'd planned on and Medcu
Director Robert Devlm won't be able to hire nine new ambulance
'workers_Lachance said that the city has to tighten its belt because
of increased fixed costs of $3.5 milhon as well poor tax revenue~
which earn Portland less money directly and slice it a smaller
piece of the state pie_

trademark of Busch &>er. And now,

Nantucket headed back?

that quality continues with new

The Lightship Nantucket could be back at a berth in Portland
Harbor by the end of March, according to a group of Portlanders
who have been scheming to get the ship back since it left Portland
last October. The 53-year-old ship had been adopted in 1987 by
Portland preservationists, who sunk more than $1 million and
1,000 volunteer hours into restoring it. But the group lost the ship
in a bizarre transaction on Aug. 30 when Nantucket selectmen
exercised their right to sell the ship - for $1- to a Nantucket
resident, Kevin Murphy.
Paul Carter, a member of Nantucket Lightship Trust Inc_,
primarily the core group that maintained the ship before it left,
said at press time that "the 'i'hasbeendotted but the 't' hasn't been
crossed" on a purchase and sales agreement between his group,
Murphy and the town of Nantucket. Carter envisions the ship
"being in PortIand most of the year and having the public and kids
come aboard" as well as having the ship visit ports in the Northeast from New York to Nova Scotia. Carter would not disclose
how much the group has off~red for the ship.
The ship is presently at a marina outside of Portsmouth,RI,and
may have sustained damage from not being properly winterized.

Busch.LighL
Togethet this family of all

natural beers gives you the fifth
largest selling beer in America, and
l~ cold-filtered

Busch Ught

for Americas fast growing

llfftlt beer market.

WEIRD NEWS:
"'I<ourosh Bakhtiari tried to escape from a New York City
correctional center by sliding down a rope braided from 15 rolls
of unwaxed dental floss. Although the rope supported the 190pound man, he forgot to plan for gloves and severed tendons and
ligaments in his hands during his descent, requiring him to be
hospitalized.
Rolll7ld Swtet/ltlterNet

CB W{fonu Harbert

The Oxford Street Shelter.

STORMY SHELTER
Continued from front page

"It's not safe anymore," said David Bouthilette_ David, a large man with a full beard, said
that verbal and physical fighting among clients at
the Oxford Street Shelter frightened him. "I'd
walk the streets rather than go back," David said.
Peter, who didn't want his last name used, said
one client picked him up by the collar late one
night Peter stayed atthe Oxford Street shelter one
week. He said on two of those nights the police
were called'to respond to fighting among clients_
Bob DuranIeau, director of Portland's Social
Services Division, said "emotional and mental
problems" of some of the clients fuel the incidents. Once a client at Oxford Street tried to knife
another, said Duranleau, who added that such
confrontations are "rare_"
Amber said thatthe incidents of hostility aren't
limited to the clients themselves. One female attendant threw cots across the room, she said_
Clinton Combs wentinto the downstairs men' s
room too early one morning. He said an attendant
followed him down and tried to force him out of
the restroom "She pushed the door in but I was in
the middle of changing so I said, 'Wait a minute,
and I'll be out of here: and pushed the door back
out" As Clinton left the shelter, the attendant told
him that he could not return. Clinton said that he
now sleeps in the unlocked lobby of a downtown
building,
Karen Evans, founder of "Let's Talk," anadvocacy group for the homeless, said hostility strips
clients of their dignity_ Homeless people are stigmatized in so many ways that the last thing they
need is to go to a "service that is so punitive that
they can hardly bear to get up anymore," said
Evans.

clients can seek an appeal at these meetings or call
the Social Services division, said Duranleau.
On February 14, the Emergency Shelter Assessment Committee heard many of the Oxford
Street complaints. Doris Hohman, director of
Portland's Health and Human Services and a
committee member, said that the problems presented were not serious enough to require action
against any of the shelter's attendants. Hohman
has, however, invited three homeless people to sit
on the committee which meets again March 14.
According to McClure, Pine Tree has not determined whether it will file suits to resolve the
Oxford Street cases_ McClure said sheis confident
Pine Tree will be able to work with the city to help
resolve the issues.

No paper trail
Six Oxford Street clients recently sought help
from Pi ne Tree Legal Assistance_ Some clients had
been barred from Oxford Street for allegedly
breaking rules. Sam McClure, a paralegal at Pine
Tree, said that denial of services cannot be legally
resolved because the individuals do not receive
the denial in writing. "If anyone is denied access
to the shelter they should be given a written
denial and they should have the right to appeal
that denial," McClure said_ "There should be a
paper trail of what happened and who said what
and why." With nothing grounded in writing,
clientscannotIegally address the cause and length
of their barring_
Duranleau said the Oxford Street shelter isn't
required to provide written notices_ "They don't
have an address so we don't have any place to
send the letter," he added_
''What we wanted from the beginning was a
grievance policy," said Evans_ ''Why couldn't
(the clients) go back to someone the next morning
and say this is what happened and this is why it
happened-"
Although it isn't as expedient as the "following
moming," thereisa forum for clients' complaints_
The Emergency Shelter Assessment Committee
meets monthly to resolve problems that arise in
any of the 13 shelters in Portland_ Oxford Street

So many beds
Tension between clients and staff is unavoidable in such a large shelter, said Doris Hohman_
Between 1983 and 1985, Portland's homeless
population quadrupled and continues to increase,
she said. Hohman estimates that 1,000 homeless
individuals come to Portland a year.
Due to the steady rise in the homeless population, the city relocated its homeless adult shelter
froma small building on Alder Street to the duplex
at 203 Oxford Street last December. "The Alder
Street building only had a capacity of 30," said
Duranleau. "In the winter, the overflow stayed (in
the gymnasium) at the Cumberland County Jail,"
Du,ranleau said_ The jail no longer provides shelter for the homeless_
With a capacity of SO, the Oxford Street Shelter
is the largest in the city- Ittakes in an average of 38
clients a night, and once filled 51 cots, said Houfegan_ Amber said tension escalated when Oxford
Street got crowded. "Right before I left, (the attendants) started getting really busy and their attitude towards everyone in the shelter became
worse and worse."
Hohman said that only 20 percent of Portland's
homeless are employable - 40 percent are mentally ill and 40 percent are substance abusers.
Eighty percent of the homeless need. more than
steady jobs and permanent housing_ The Oxford
Street Shelter attempts to fulfill other needs, said
DuranIeau. Shelter services indudea health clinic,
adult literacy classes, Narcotics Anonymous
meetings, employment counseling and psychiatric sessions provided by the Jackson Brook Institute_
The shelteritseif is not meant to be.as long tenn
as some of the services. ''We try to use this shelter
as a last stop, a real temporary hold," said
Duranleau, "Hopefully, (the clients) will only
stay here for a couple nights and placement will
be made in other living situations_"
But placement didn't come quickly for Amber,
who stayed at the shelter for more than a month_
In the beginning of March, Amber left Oxford
Street and moved into Mother'S Choice, temporary housing for pregnant women sponsored by
the Maine Adoption Center_
MRry LeJJ CrllW/ey

"Let's Talk" helps homeless
people find shelter. Their number
Is 75-Volce (758-6423).
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EKONESS
STRESSLESS

Leather Reclining
Chair and Ottoman
Starting
as low as

$495.00
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Merchandise may vary
from illustration.

Hours: Mon. - Fri. 10-8, Sat. 10 - 6, Sun. 12 - 6
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n
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"Everything we ate was so delicious ... ecstas,
Taste and Tell
Maine Sunday Telegram. 2/25/90

***1/2

Black Tie.

Our
Comforters ...

(a~:~,mg'i1:"~mP Specials
M-F I 0-6 • SAT 8-2
870 Broadway' S. Portland

799-7119

Can Save
You Money!

(:WlNIlM1HmM Jim Crocker
and Bruce Campbell arePortland's favorite morning radio team.
Why? Because they put a grown-up
perspective on the events and issues
of the day. And because their supporting cast includes Maine's best
radio news staff, award-winning
sportscasts, the most accurate
weather forecasts, the country's only
Australian astrological prognosticator and a guest list that reads like a
"Who's Who in Maine." Try us for a
month-we're sure it will change the
way you start your day!

An Authentic

European
Down Shop

6 MillSt
Freeport, Maine
On the South Side of the
Village Center Parking Area

865-1713

1J~'N1!' ~ I

Lighten Up!
and get

Portland's NewsfTalk Station

Talking Personal.

773·1999

See page
17 for
detAlls_
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VIDEO
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Available On VHS &Beta VideocosleNe

We're
X-RATED •••

Continued from front page

But we don't
stand for any dirt!
We've got plenty
ofX-tra hot
water. X-tra hot
dryers and
X-tra friendly.
X-tra helpful
attendants.

Saddleback Mountain in Rangeley (Maine)
and Loon Mountain in Lincoln, New Hampshire are both seeking to expand their ski
operations. While these two ski areas are
different, the dilemmas they find themselves in
are similar.

Saddleback

Think
of it as
Morning
Radio
for
grownups.

VIDEOOORf ~.

THE POLITICS
OF SKIING

~¢)f!iNEf
HOME VIDEO

The Appalachian Trail and the fragile alpine
zone near Saddleback Mountain's summit have
stirred tensions between Saddleback Mountain
and environment<\l groups.
"Ski areas are in business to make money,"
says Greg Sweetser, Marketing and Sales
Director for Saddleback, which opened in 1960
as an effort by Rangeley business people to
spur winter business. It's now a private company encompassing 12,000 acres of land.
Saddleback owns the majority of the watershed of Saddleback lake, all of the Saddleback
mountain range, and three and one-half miles
of the Appalachian Trail. The company wants
to donate 60 acres, including the Appalachian
Trail, to the National Park Service. In return,
Saddleback wants access to South side of the
mountain for expansion.
Environmental groups would like Saddleback to donate the entire 1,260 acres on the
South side to prevent any future development.
Dr. Ken Kimball, Director of Research for the
Appalachian Mountain Club (AMC) cites
serious problems with Saddleback's Trail
donation plan, especially with skiers or lifts
crossing the trail. The Appalachian Trail, he
says, was not set aside for mechanized forms of
recreation.
Sweetser says Saddleback has worked with
environmental groups. Saddleback has designed lifts to have little visual impact on the
trail. The towers will be painted a deep forest
green to blend in with the natural scenery.
Tom Linell, a volunteer with the Sierra Club
in New England who monitors ski area development, doesn't agree that Saddleback has been
working with the environmental groups. Nor
does he see any possibility for an agreeable
solution to be reached. He says no matter how
it looks, Saddleback's summit lift will endanger
a rare alpine area. "There's no way to keep it
from operating in the summer," he says,
"people will be trespassing all over the rare
alpine flowers."
Dr. Kimball agrees. Saddleback's proposal,
he says, infringes on two areas the environmental community considers sacred: the alpine
area and the Appalachian Trail corridor. He
disagrees over the proposed view from the Trail
as it crosses Saddleback Ridge. "Now very little
is seen," he says, "but as proposed, the alpine
area will be very visible."
In the eastern U.S., Kimball explains, there is
very little alpine zone, approxima~ely 13 ~uare
miles. This zone is extremely specIal and hIghly
coveted by hikers, giving them a special thrill,
ambiance and views. Alpine zones are very
sensitive to human pressure. Many are created
by having snow blown off. Blowing snow on
and compacting it by snowmaking and grooming could destroy it.
Saddleback's Sweetser believes that this
alpine zone can be protected. In the wint~r, he
says, there will be no travel on the summIt, and
therefore no impact. Nor will there be snowmaking or grooming equipment on the summit,
and this could be stipulated in an agreement.
Sweetser understands the AMC's summer
concern. "There are certainly ways to control
pedestrian traffic," he says, "Currently, a
summer chairlift operates to the 3600 (foot)
elevation mark, and most whu ride it don't
want to take the extra half-hour hike beyond."
Sweetser implies that there is no need to
operate the proposed ~ew summit ~ir d.uTing
the summer- again this could be wntten mto
an agreement.
When Congress established the trail corridor
it waS for multiple recreation use, not for
specific use by anyone group of ~ple, and
not to extinguish existing rights of landowners,
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Zippy Steamer for
IWlrfnkle-l:ree Clothes!
Comer of
Slate St. & Pine St.
7am to 9pm daily
772-3971

Take out also available

Sunday - Thursday 4 pm - 12 pm
Friday & Saturday 4 pm - 1 am
46 Veranda St. Portland

774.-2222
A ski run at Loon MountaIn.

says Sweetser. 'The AT Club wants a total
wilderness experience, from Maine through
Georgia," he says, "but that's unrealistic. There
are lean-tos, huts, outhouses, and a wellestablished trail that crosses many roads and
wanders through towns. There are roughly 240
miles of trail in Maine and we're the only ski
area it goes over. We've talked with a lot of
hikers, and the vast majority are in agreement
as long as there is not a Oift) terminal on the
trail."

Loon Mountain
Loon Mountain in Lincoln, New Hampshire
provides another set of problems with one
major difference. Whereas Saddleback is
privately owned, Loon Mountain sits upon
public land in the White Mountain National
Forest (WMNF). Loon is seeking to develop the
South side of the mountain with additional lifts,
trails, and condominiums.
Loon is a private enterprise that monopolizes
the area, according to Dr. Kimball of the AMC.
The public deserves a strong right to speak out
about the development. "The person building
at Loon has a good deal," he says, "they have to
fill out a lot of paperwork, but they don't have
to buy the land."
Environmental groups are fighting Loon's
expansion plans on a number of points: leaking
sewage lagoons, water withdrawal for snowmaking from the Pemigewasset River, a deer
yard, traffic, and the socio-economic impact on
the town of Lincoln.
'The issue of the leaking sewage lagoons
was consciously left out of the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)," says Tom
linell, a Sierra Club volunteer who's been
keeping an eye on the situation. The proposed
expansion, says the AMC's Kimball, will only
make matters worse. The sewage will have a
secondary impact by leaking into the East
branch of the Pemigewasset River, thus having
a direct impact on the National Forest. Who's

photo/Loon Mountain

responsibility is it? he asks.
"It's a town water sewage problem," says
Rick Owen, vice president and operations
director at Loon, "but we're being held accountable for it because we are the only vehicle
through which the EPA can make noise."
The experts disagree over water withdrawal
for snowmaking. According to Dr. Kimball,
taking water from the Pemigewasset River will
have a severe negative impact on the biological
community. Meanwhile, N.H- wildlife officials
told Loon that a certain amount of water could
be removed from the river.
Traffic is a maj9r problem. "Access in and
through Lincoln, the traffic problems, are Level
F service in the state," says Kimball, "that's the
worst there is." This means other National
Forest users can't get to where they want to be
in the forest quickly, or easily. Tom linell
agrees. 'The EIS relies upon the New Hampshire Department of Transportation for highway improvements in the area," he says, "but
there is no funding and New Hampshire is
perpetually in a funding crisis. Where's the
money to come from?" Loon officials state that
the traffic is worse in the summer and have
statistics to back them up. Lincoln is located
right off 1-93 from Boston, and on the Kancarnagus Highway, one of the few East-West roads in
the state. Sutton says the mitigations in the
draft EIS were considered adequate by the state.
The final area of disagreement concerns the
town of Lincoln itself. Tom Linell of the Sierra
Club says that Loon's proposal states that no
expansion will be permitted that imposes
unreasonable impact on the town of Lincoln,
but the EIS gives no definition of unreasonable
impact. "It's just passing the buck," he says. The
town of Lincoln, he adds, is already having
difficulty keeping up. Problems such as school
expanSion, the need for a new municipal
building, and crime would be greatly exacerContinued on page 9
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the forest do the same, the WMNF will be
dominated by ski areas. "It may tum out that
Loon is one that should expand," he says,
Continued frW! page 7
"but first we need this forest-wide perspective since the development will be on public
land."
bated by the expansion. Further, the effect on
According to Commissioner Steve Rice, at
the neighboring town of Woodstock, which
has no zoning, must be considered. The AMC the time the Forest Service plan was finalized
no attempt was made to go into detail about
wants to see a cleaner line of responsibility
ski area expansion. It was a common underestablished and see that these infrastructure
standing that ski areas proposing expansion
problems are addressed.
would have to go through the normal envi"It's a convenient issue," says Owen,
ronmental review plan on a case-by-case
"Loon has said all along that there will be no
basis. They didn't want a rush by the ski
expansion until the local infrastructure could
take care of it, but that's no reason to deny the areas to submit grandiose development plans
just to "get their oar in the water," says Rice.
permit. Restrictions, O.K."
Rice says it makes more sense for ski areas
Steve Rice, Commissioner of New Hampto only do so when demand warranted
shire's state Department of Resources and
expansion. "It would be a very tough and
Economic Development (DRED), agrees that
unwise policy to adopt," says Rice.
Lincoln has some problems to solve, not the
But Loon officials say they've become a
as of which is sewage. "There's a misperception that the development in Lincoln is all
pawn in a bitter political struggle between
the Forest Service and the EPA. In January,
part of Loon, that's not the case. Even though
the U.S. Forest Service bowed to pressure
it isn't technically Loon's responsibility to
manage the towns of Lincoln and Woodstock, from the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) and environmental groups and
they should and do feel responsible to be an
important player in finding solutions to these withdrew it's preliminary approval of Loon's
challenges. We have to make sure that growth expansion. "We've spent half a million
dollars to go through three years of (study),
can be accommodated, that the water quality
then it was thrown out the window because
is not degredated. The Perni is a critical
natural resource, also a tourism resource. It's
one agency changed its mind," says Rick
Owen, vice-president and operations director
a symbol of the beauty of the area."
at Loon. "It's a political issue now, not an
Loon's been there 23 years without severe
environmental one."
environmental problems, says Sutton. "We
haven't done the terrible things they say we
Alternately, when Loon President Phil
can do. Protect the environment, that's our
Gravink went to Washington D.C. to talk
with Bush aide (and former N.H. governor)
bottom line," he says. "If this were to go on,
John Sununu, environmentalists cried foul.
and county, state, and federal agencies were
"Environmentalists," concludes Commisconvinced this was not a viable operation
sioner Rice, "have learned well how to parbased upon destruction of the environment,
ticipate in the regulatory review and legal
we'd stop spending our money and banging
system to voice concerns and modify projects
our heads against the wall. If they told us
to protect their interests. So well, in fact, that
tomorrow that the sewage lagoons were
it's easy to stop any project, highway expandegrading the ground water, we wouldn't
build anything. If we found eagles nesting on sion, new plants, etc." He complains that the
environmentalists need to "mature" and
South mountain, we wouldn't build. We're
accept some development.
not crazy. We're not trying to destroy our
Environmental groups, convinced that the
environment."
area is already saturated with humans, disPlanning problems
agree. As they fight new projects, more recreational areas are caught in the middle.
The question both sides agree on is: how
In Vermont, at the Pico and Killington ski
much development is enough?
areas, Frank Heald is facing the Appalachian
A l(}.year Forest Service plan currently in
Trail issue. The Appalachian Trail, he says, is
place states that no new ski areas should be
a very unique experience and it should be
developed in the White Mountain National
preserved. But, it's a multi-faceted wilderForest, but that existing areas could apply for
ness trail, not pristine wilderness. The Trail
expansion based upon past records and the
has hiked through ski areas for years. When
surrounding community.
According to Dr. Kimball, the AMC has no it's on public lands it should be preserved as
official opinion to stop Loon's expansion, But, public, he continues, but the five and one half
miles on Pico's property are private. "We're
before this expansion happens two sets of
trying to be good neighbors," he says, "we
problems need to be addressed. Kimball
have been for 50 years. But it's hard to listen
believes that the l(}.year plan by the forest
to someone with a backpack and hiking
service doesn't go far enough. The AMC
shoes tell you it should be wilderness; (that
wants the forest service to examine the total
they have) exclusive use of your land."
forest and determine the amount of skiing
that should be permitted, to respond to the
problem as a whole instead of a piecemeal approach as each ski area applies to expand.
Loon, he says, is proposing to become one of
Hililry McComb Ntmg1e writes regulllTly ilbcnll skiing.
the largest areas in the east. If other areas in

THE POLITICS OF SKIING

772·0531
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Saddleback mountain as seen from Saddleback Lake.
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Think
of it as
Radio
that
listens
to you.
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No other radio
station in Portland offers you
the variety of talk programs available
on WGAN. From 9:05am to 4pm and
7:05pm to 5:30am weekdays and
around the clock on the weekends,
we explore everything from where to
plant an herb garden to where to invest for retirement. And throughout
the day, the WGAN news team breaks
the stories that become the next day's
headlines. Want the best news and
information? There'sonlyonechoice.
But you probably know that already.

Portland's NewsfTalk Station
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• Some love is strong poison.
Lord Peter Wimsey and Harriet
Vane's famous affair begins in
Dorothy Sayers mystery "Strong
Poison," which airs on "Mystery" at 9 p.m. on channel 26. In
"Strong Poison" mystery writer
Vane stands trial for the murder
of her lover and Peter takes on
her case and, despite his cold
and in<fependent character, he
falls for Harriet.

• The Dry Dock, 84 Commercial St., Portland., is booking
more and more out-of-town
bands into their renovated
space. Tonight one of Boston's
hottest bands, Tribe, takes.the
stage. For more information, calI
774-3550.
• USM theater students and
Nancy Salmon have choreographed dances based on
contemporary relationships and
dysfunctional families in "Point
of View: New Dance Theatre for
this Generation." Performances
are today and tomorrow at 8
p.m. at Russell Hall, USM
Gorham. Admission is $5/$3.
For more information, calI 7805480.

• The West End hosts its
annual St. Patrick's Day Parade,
beginning at 1 p.m. at the
People's Building, 155 Bracket
St., Portland. The parade
proceeds to Harbor Square Park,
where the Irish flag will be
raised. Celebrity grand
marshalls include Congressman
Joe Brennan, Attorney General
Jim Tierney, David Redmond,
George Flaherty and State Rep.
Gerry Conley Jr. Irish refreshments and Irish enterta'inment
will be offered from 2-4 p.m. in
the John Mason Room of the
People's Building. This St.
Patty's day gig is free. For more
information, call 775-0105.
• Larry Kramer's "The Normal Heart," the first major play
about AIDS, and a panel discussion on AIDS-related issues are
scheduled today at The Theater
Project, 14 School St., Brunswick. The reading and discussion are sponsored by The
Theater Project and The Merrymeeting AIDS Support Group.
Richard Willing, who was the
founder and director of The
Maine Theater Company in
Portland, directs a dramatic
reading of Kramer's play at 2
and 7 p.m. The panel discussion

is at 4 p.m. Admission is free,
but donations will be accepted
for the Merrymeeting AIDS
Support Group. For more
information, call 729-8584.
• The Port City Allstars are
thrqwing a St. Patrick's Day
party and concert in the
Eastland Ballroom at the Sonesta
Hotel in Portland. Doors open at '
8 p.m.; music begins at 9 p.m.
Admission is $5 at the door.

• The finalists for the Portland Symphony OrchestraPriscilla Morneault Piano
Competition are keyed up today
and begin at 1:30 p.m. at Portland City Hall Auditorium. The
competitors are from across the
country and the winner of
todays competition will receive
$2,500 and a contract to perform
with the PSO in November. The
judges are Toshiyuki Shimada,
the PSO conductor and music
director; John Guinn, music
critic for the Detroit Free Press;
and pianists Susan Starr. The
finals are free and open to the
public. For more information,
call 773-8191.
• Franz Schubert's Mass in G
is fea tu red in a concert by the
Chancel Choir of Woodfords
Congregational Church. The

Keyed
upplano
for the
PSO'5~~;;~t.;~=~
biennial
COlmlllet-:--4"
Itlon March 18.

choir will be joined by Peter
Allen and Bonnie Scarpelli who
will perform two arias from
Bach. Conductor and organist
Daniel Junken performs Mendelssohn's Sonata No.2 for
Organ and Cesar Franck's musical setting of Psalm 150. The
concert is at 4 p.m. at
Wood fords Congregational
Church, 202 Woodfords St.,
Portland. It is free and open to
the public, but donations will be
accepted. For more information,
call 774-8248.

• Don't wait for an early
spring. A three-<lay celebration
of flowers blossoms at the
Portland Museum of Art.
Garden clubs and florists have
created fresh flower bouquets to
decorate the museum for" Art in
Bloom." Today there is a cham-pagne preview party at 5:30
p.m. (tickets are $25). Slide
lectures, demonstrations of
flower arranging, afternoon teas
and fashion shows are scheduled for the next two days.
Landscape architect Thomas
Wirth will give a slide lecture on
"Monet's Gardens from Spring
to Fall" Wednesday at 2 p.m.
Tickets for" Art in Bloom" may
be purchased for $35 a day, or
for individual programs: $10 for
each lecture, $15 for each fashion show luncheon and $5 for
each afternoon tea. For more
information, call 775-6148.
• The organ works of Cesar
Franck are being celebrated by
the Portland Chapter of the
American Guild of Organists in
a concert at 7:30 p.m.
in Portland City Hall
Auditorium. Organists Ray Comils,
Malcolm Cass, Elizabeth Sollenberger,

Nancy Dewan and Ruth Doyle
perform works by the 19th
century French organist and
composer on the l00th anniversary of the composition of his
most important work "Three
Chorales." The concert is free
and open to the public. For more
information, call 443-9700.

• More sun, more fun: Today
is the spring equinox.
A Central American film
festival presents films on a wide
variety of Central American
issues including "Winning
Democracy," "Roots of Repression" and "Dark Light of
Dawn." The films will be shown
from 1:30-6:30 p.m. in the Campus Center Room B, USM
Portland. For more information,
call PAUSICA at 773-7873.
• The Portland Folk Club
swaps songs tonight - and the
first and third Tuesday of every
month - at 7:30 p.m. at the
Swedenborgian Church, 302
Stevens Ave., Portland. The
song swaps are open to all who
like to share or listen to a song,
tune or story. A donation of $1 is
requested. For more information, call 773-9549.
• Erik Satie's "Sports and
Divertissemen ts" is being
performed by pianist Allen
Barker. During the breaks
between the 20 short sections of
the work Barkin will narrate the
piece. The concert is part of the
Portland Public Library's
Centennial celebration and is
being held at 7:30 p.m. in the
Rines Meeting Room of the
library, Five Monument Square,
Portland. Also on the program
in Mendelssohn's "Capriccioso,"

Schubert's "Sonata, Opus 143"
and Liszt's "Hungarian Rhapsody No.6." The program is free
and open to the public. For more
information, call 871-1700, ext.
710.

and Floating Zone." The forum
is at 6:30 p.m., following a 5:30
p.m. dinner ($11), at the Holiday
Inn by the Bay, 88 Spring St.,
Portland. Registration for the
forum is $4. For more information, call 774-3289.
• Wild horses: Ann Munch,
former Maine Group Sierra Club
chairperson, speaks on Przewalski horses, ancestors to the
modem day horse, and the
efforts to return them to the
wild at the Sierra Club general
meeting held at 7:30 p.m. in the
Public Safety Building, 109
Middle St., Portland.

• Stretch and relax during an
introductory class in Iyengar
style yoga. The Portland Yoga
Studio is offering two free
classes, today from 10:30 am-12
noon and tomorrow from 5:30-7
p.m. The studio is at 616 Congress St., Portland. For more
informa tion, call 797-5684.
• But if crash and burn is
more your style, Beechridge
Speedways annual stock car
show is underway at the Maine
Mall in South Portland. The
four-<lay show features more
than 40 cars. The "Best looking
Car" awards will be presented
Apr. 7 at 8:30 p.m. at the Speedways information center located
near the Porteous entrance.

• The third annual Maine
Boat Builders Show features
boats by New England's finest
wooden and fiberglass
boatbuilders today through
Sunday at Portland Yacht
Services, 58 Fore St., Portland.
Boatbuilders will be anchored
there and a lecture series will be
launched over the weekend, so
that all who attend can learn lots
about boats. A Dutch auction of
new and used marine items will
raise money for a scholarship
trust for Maine Maritime
Academy students. Boat show
hours are today and tomorrow
10 a.m.-6:30 p.m., Sunday 11
a.m.-4 p.m. Admission is $3;
children under 12 are admitted
free with adult.
• "What fools these mortals
be!" King Alfred's College
Touring Company from Win• Gimme shelter: Portland
chester, England performs
Area League of Women Voters
Shakespeare's "Midsummer's
sponsors a forum on affofdable
Night Dream" at 8 p.m. in
housing. Chuck Matthi, execuLuther Bonney Auditotive director of the Institute of
rium, 'tJSM Portland
Community Economics, speaks
and again on Mar. 26
on "Developing Permanently
at 8 p.m. in Russell
Affordable HOUSing." Amy
Hall, USM
Naylor Davis discusses "A
Gorham. AdmisComprehensive View of Growth sion is $5 /$3.
Management and Affordable
For more inforHousing" and Falmouth planner mation, call
George Theberge speaks on
780-5480.
"Falmouth's Open Space Zoning
• And back
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Studies

774-2776

People Helping People:
The Spurwink Foundation (R) (112 hr.)
A Year of Art:
Alice Schille Views of North Africa (R) (1/2 hr.)
Health Views:
Winter Sports Injuries (1 hr.)
Power and Steele on Theater:
Review of area performances (1/2 hr.)
Convel'$alion with Harpsichordist
Igor Kipnis (R) (112 hr.)

Spaghetti w/ Marinara Sauce
with Salad &Garlic Bread

$3.75

166 Cumberland Ave· Portland

36 MARKET ST. • PORTLAND

• Today is the 10th anniversary of the assassination of
Archbishop Romero in El
Salvador. There will be a march
and rally remember the assassination and in opposition to continued aid to El Salvador. The
manch coincides with amarch in
Washington, D.C. (A bus leaves
Portland Friday at 8:30 a.m. and
returns early Sunday. For
reservations, call Barbara West
at 442-8754.) The Portland
march begins at 11:30 a.m. in
Monument Square, Portland.
For more information, call 7737873.
• Who said folk is dead? Tom
Rush performs two shows, 7
and 9 p.m., at the Center for the
Arts at the Chocolate Church,
804 Washington St., Brunswick.
Tickets are $15 for adults, and
$12 for seniors and children. For
more information, call 4428455.
"Art In Bloom" come to life
for spring' at the Portland
Museum of Art March 19.

....... .

MOVIES

MAR 14-17

week of 3116,91

~Iasses

Center for
Performa nee

"

to
the
20th century: Portland Players
perform
Arthur Miller's
drama" All My
Sons" tonight
through Apr. 7 at
Thaxter Theater, 420
Cottage Rd., S. Portland. PerformaJ;\ces are
Friday-Saturday at 8 p.m.,
Sunday, Mar. 25 at 2:30
p.m., and Sunday, Apr. 1 at
7 p.m. For more information,
call 797-7337.

Cal/774-7414
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When: EVERY NIGHT ('cept Mon_-Dr.Kris' Day Off)
Cost: $O-$5-FREE on Sundays

Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon .
1-4 & 7-lOpm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. 9am·noon.

& before 10 pm Thurs. & Sat.
Try Dancing - The 'I tension relie~er
and a lot cheaper than a THERAPIST!

Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Port·
land,
Elizabeth, Falmouth &Scar10 Exchan
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SILVER
SCREEN
Bed Intluenc. Rob Lowe (the bad boy
of video) plays a drifter who disrupts
the yuppie existence of James Spader
('seX.. lies and videotape· ) .

Hard to Kill stars Steven Seagal and
his wife Kelly LeBrock. Both look great.
Neither can act. Seagal plays a cool
copwhogets the low down on a big guy
and spends the next seven years in a
coma for it. LeBrock plays the nurse
who assists his comebackand revenge.
Attempts at character development
interfere with the fistfights, shootouts
and car chases only a few times during
the movie. At these moments, nat
characters stammer dialogue so pre.
dictable that we're grateful when they
get bumped moments later. It must be
painful 10 make a movie this bad. It
certainly is to watch.

I

Roger. M. is a movie aboulthe effect
General Motors' plant clOSings hed on
Flint, Mich. The movie doesn't try to
persuade you that GM sucks . It starts
with the assumption that audience
knows the tragedy that followed GM's
decision to move its plants to Mexico.
'Roger & Me" is a movie for people who
don1 believe oorporate America is ec0nomically just anyway. The slory isn't
funny, but the movie is. Director Mi·
chael Moore and his aew become the
comedians in their absurd pursuit of
Roger Smith, GM's chairman of \he
board. Moore's three·year attempt 10
meet Smith face to face is the plot
contrived to make the documentary
look like a feature with Moore in \he
leading role. Awakening from the
American Dream is only a tragedy if
you believed in it in the first place.
St.lla Bette Midler plays a single mother
raising a daughter conceived during a
brief affair with a man who returns later
to play Daddy . This remake of Barbara
Stanwyck's "Stella Dallas" about a self·
sacrificing mother has little to recom ·
mend it in the '90s.
Tampopo Juzo Itami's comedy about
noodles is the first in a series "Japa.
nese Film : Today and Tomorrow"
sponsored by Tha Movies and the
Japan American Society of Maine.

Happy Hour 4-6 Mon,- i,
on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774-3550

**

RAOUL'S IGHTS
INFLATION!
*
Free Parking
(includes all Civic Center Events)
* Complete Dinner Entrees
*
SO¢ Pool Tables
(same price as 1972)
* AND National
Entertainment
at Bangor Prices!
for under $6

Bom on the Fourth of July aiver
Stone's (' Platoon" and "Salvador")
second Vietnam movie is about a young
man from Long I sland. who loses faith
after he returns from the war para·
Iyzed. The movie is based on Ron
Kovic's book about his experience.
(Kovic:: helped Stone with the screen·
play.) The most powerful imagery in
the movie evokes the contrast between
how midcte America viewed the war
and what was actually happening in
Vietnam and Washington. In one scene,
Kovic (Tom Cruise) and a friend from
high school - the only one who went
and returned from Vietnam - talk about
the horror they saw. The friends are
talking at the picnic table in the back·
yard as Kovic's motl>er turns on "Laugh
In" inside. Tom Cruise does O.K., but
the best scenes are the one in which
Stone uses Cruise's image as the focal
point of the scene and Cruise doesn't
have 10 act at all .
DrlvlngMIMDe"yBruceBeresford's
("Breaker Morant") version of Alfred
Uhry's prizErwinning play stars Mor·
gan Freeman and Jessica Tandy. The
slofy is about the evolving relationship
between a Jewish widow and her black
chauffeur. The movie is a metaphor for
old age: slow and beautiful, sharp but
not all there. The film's beautiful pho·
tography compensates for the pieces
that are less than engaging.
•

H.nry V Kenneth Branaugh's "Henry
V" is packed with virility. When King
Henry decides to go to war with France,
Branaugh takes us inlO Henry's oouncil
chamber. On one side sit the young
men, virile and ready for anything. On
the other are the more res trained elder
voices of reason and good council. As
council speaks, Brannaugh's camera
savors the virility . The arguments for
taking France are inconsequential;
these young men are ready 10 fight.
The movie digs inlo the plotting and
preparations for battle, with little regard
for why all this strength is going to war.
Henry's speech to his troops before
battle is awe inspiring. Anyone would
follow him into battle - with or without
good reason.
Hunt For Red October is a reminder
that the puerile conception of U.S. for·
eign policy prolnulgated by Reagan
and his aonies Dvas on. The movie
have won at the box office this week·
end - how profitable the oold WeT wasl
Using oommies as bad guys doesn't
make a bad movie, but there needs to
be some action, character and sus·
pense. "The Hunt For Red OclOber"
had none of these : it is insipid. Even the
submarine chases - which are the
whole slOry - are dull. Sylvester StaI·
lone could have done better.
J_ V ....... the Volcano Meg Ryan
and Tom Hanks star in this comedy
about a terminally iU man. who travels
half way around the world 10 sacrifice
himseN for tropical natives.

Queen or .... rt. A young woman es·
capes from an arranged marriage and
runs off with the man she loves. They
open a cafe in london and have chil·
dren, but the rejected fiance shows up
10 get what he think is his.

What's Where
aener.1 ClnellUls
M.lne M.n
Mol". Mol Rood, S Portland

774-1022

'---IN'
12"Mi,
3:06, 5:20, 7:010, 10
(opensMorl8)

~-

Sneak Preview FrI-So! .,,:30

.... _The_·IPG'
1. 3:06, 5:06, 1:20. D25lPG,

H_. F_ .... __

_T.II'_I·'
...n·I·'

1:30,4:20,1:10, 10
1.3:05, 5:10, 1:20, D:35
3:05, 525,1:35, 9:55
(no 1:35 show F,fS.,)

_.11100

D."~

lPG,

12:45. 2:50. 5. 725. D:35

....... I h . F _ .. ~I.1
1.4. 1. D:50

no. LIlt.. II......... 101
1
_ _ .. Lee_IPG-ta,
4.1, D:30 (1hrough Mar 15)

Nickelodeon

TOJTI)Ie and Middle. Portland
772·SJ751

MaiinMa Sat-Sun only
'--d ...... R ... (.'
1:30.725, 9:35 (opens Mat 18)

.......... 1.'

1.1:06, 9:20 (opoos Mar 18)
FoItIldd.n DanceIPQ·13.

1:20,7:20, D25 (opens Mil 16)
.... Iftflu.., •• (III
U)5, 7. 9:15

"'-~IO~7~~OOY 1111
lIlY Left Foelllli

....dhaus. Yuppie couple (John Lar·
roqLJette and Kirstie Alley) must con·
front the horrors of guests who will not
leave.

II" ncket Iale, m,688&' Entertail.eat HoUlne 775-2494 "'111

Eneml. . , A Lov. Story Paul Ma·
zursky's ("Moscow on the Hudson" and
"Down and Out in Beverly Hills") adap·
tation of Isaac Beshevis Singe~s novel
focuses on the life and loves of Her·
man, a Holocaust survivor living in New
York in the late '405. He's married to
the gentile Polish woman who hid him
during the war and he's having an affair
with another Holocaust survivor. As
Herman is juggling the two women in
his life, his first wife whom he pre·
sumed dead shows up. Ron Silver's
Herman is more attractive than Singer's
characler. There's no mystery why any
woman would want him. Bul Mazursky
and his actors slowly reveal the char·
a<:Iers' fears and desires in a way !hat
does justice 10 the novel. Angeica
Huston and MargaretSophie Stein play
the women in Herman's lie.

Men Don't L.av. Jessica Lange plays
a newly·widowed mother in this movie
based on the French Hick "La Vie
Continue: Set in Baltimore, the movie
evolves with style as she learns to cope
in new surroundings. Joan Cusakplays
a neighbor who tries to seduce Lange's
17-year-01d son.

My L.ft F_t transcends the mush
thatusually characterizes movies about
someone overcoming a handicap and
paints a striking portrait of a man strug·
gling with his relationships, with crea·
tillity and his own sense 0/ worth. The
movie is based on the aUlObiography
of the Irish painter and writer Christy
Brown, who had cerebral palsy and
only had use of his left foot to Cl8llte.
Both Hugh O'Connor (as the young
Christy) and Daniel Day Lewis eTe
supertative in their roles. We identify
with Christy, rather than look down on
him or pity him.

TUESDAY 3.20

THURSDAY 3.15

767-7119

Glory Morgan Freeman and Denzel
Washington star in this movie about
the troop of black soldiers who fought
for the Union during the Civil War.
Sweeping battle scenes oonvey \he
war's horror.

No R_I Nelghbo,.. (rock) ad Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton St., Portland. 7740444.
Musician "am Se$sion All ages, free
admission at Raoul's, 865 ForeslAve .,
Portland. 775-2454.

1:15.
:1 0. 9:20
II _
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Nappy Brown,
Mighty
McClain, War......It (r&blblues) Southern Maine
Blues Society gig at 7 and 10 pm,
Reoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland.
Tickets eTe $10, available at Raoul's,
Cumberland Electronics, Sound Alter·
natives, Enterprise Records and
Amadeus Music in Portland. n~.
De..... Bra"" and the Soul
Mine... (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St,
Portland. n2-9871.
Phlsh (rockilunk fusion) Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth St, Portland. 774-1441 .
NRBQ (rock) T· Bird's, 126 N. Boyd,
Portland. 773-8040.
The B ..akdown (rock) Moose Alley,
46 Market St., PortIand_ 774-5246.
•
TIm F.....I • Co" (improv comedy)
Littfe Willies, 36 Maf1(et St., Portland.
773-4500.
Obse. .lon (rock) 01<1 Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St., Portland. n4-0444.
The Richard Ma,..t.,.. Big Band
(jazz/swing) Holy Ghos~ 33 Exchange
St., Portland. 773-0330.
No R.al Neighbors (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St , S. Port·
land. 772-2739 .
Magazine (rock) Spirits at the Manor,
700 Main St, S. Portland. 774-6151.
Cry Baby (rock) Shelley's, 12 Lincoln
St, Biddeford. 284-9283.

FRIDAY 3.18

Roekin' Jake. the RoIl.reo.ater
(blues) Gritty McDuff's, 396 Fore St.,
Portland. n2-2739.
TIm F_II, Mlche.1 Rafkln, K.vln
Shone (improv comedy) Little Willies,
36 Market St., Portland. 773-4500.
Net_... (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.

fusion) 5-7 pm in the College Room of
the USM Portland Campus Center,
Portland. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 780-4812.
Spotts .t Dlvertl. . .ment. (classi·
cal) Pianist Allen Barker performs a
concert featuring Erik Satie's narraled
work "Sports and Divertissements" at
7:30 pm in the Rines Meeting Room of
the Portland Public Library, Five Monument Square, Portland. Also on the
program in Mendelssohn's "Capricci. oso; Schubert's "Sonata, Opus 143"
and uszrs "Hungarian Rhapsoa,. No.
6." The program is free and open to the
public. For more information, call 871 1700, ext. 710.

WEDNESDAY 3.21 UPCOMING
Think Uk. Rite (rock) Geno's, 13
Brown St, Portland. 772-9871 .
Network (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton St., Portland. 774-0444 .
Red LIght R.".. (r&b) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Swinging Hot (jazz vocals) Little Wil.
lies, 36 MarketSt, Portland. 773-4500.

CON
CERTS

Derk Hollow (rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth St, Portland 774-1441 .
Tribe (rock) Dry Dock. 84 Commercial
St, Portland. 774-3550.
The W..... and Ult.rIor Motlv.
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St., Portland.
772-9871 .
Music of the Let. R_ntlcl.ta
Brok_ M_ (rock) Raoul's, 865 For·
(classical) Benefit for the Bowdoin
est Ave ., Portland. 773-0886.
Chamber Choir's New Or1eans Spring
........ tIon (rock) Holy Ghos~ 29 Ex·
Tour includes works by Brahms ,
change, Portland. 773-<l3OO.
Franck, Elgar, Faure and Vaughan Wil·
The B ..akdown (rock) Moose Alley,
Iiams. Perfonnance is at 7:30 pm in the
46 Market St., Portland. n4-5246.
Chapel at Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Obeeulon (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Admission is S5 for the public and
Moulton St , Portland. n4-0444.
tickets are available at the Moulton
ko" o.ldey (jazz) Little WiHies, 36
Union, or at the door.
Market St. , Portland. n3-4500.
No Reel NeIghbors (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St. , s. Port·
land. n2-2739.
Magazine (rock) Spirits at the Manor,
H _ Reclta' (classical) Seven
700 Main St., S. Portland. 774-6151 .
music students perform a1 8 pm in
Cry Baby (rock) Shelley's, 12 Lincoln
Corthell Concert Hall, USM Gorham.
St , Biddeford. 284-9283.
Free and open to the public. For more
information, call 780-5256.

THURSDAY 3.15

SATURDAY 3.17

SATURDAY 3.17

The Desperat. Avlkedoz (folk/rock

SUNDAY 3.18

Portland String Quart.t (classical)
Performance of Haydn'S String Quar·
tet, Opus 76, No. 3; Schoenberg's
Quartet Opus 7 and Pete'r Re's Quartet
No. 3, a piece commission especially
for the PSO. Concert is at Mar 23, 8
p.m. at Immanuel Baptist Church, 56
High St., Portland. Tickets are $11
general admission, S5 for sbJdents and
seniors. For more information, call 761 1522.
Country Music F_tlvel (country)
1990 WPOR Country Music Festival
features Big AI Downing, Malinda Ub·
erty and Streamliner Mar 25, 2 pm at
the Sonesta Hotel Ballroom , High St. ,
Portland. Tickets are
available at
Reoordland, Cumberland Electronics
and Westbrook Pool & Spa. Proceeds
benefitthe Kidney Foundation of Maine.
For more information, call 772-7270.
Ma.t... of the St_1 String Gul·
tar (blues, jazz, rockabilly) Albert Lee,
Tal Farrow, John Cephas, Jerry
Douglas, Ledward Kaapana and
Wayne Henderson perform a variety of
guitar styles at Mar 30,8 pm in the First
Parish Church, 425 Congress St.,
Portland. Tickets are $15, available at
Amadeus t4Jsic, Buckdancer's Choice,
Jonathan Cooper Violin Maker and
Enterprise Records in Portland.

sa.

After

ATTITUDE
ADJUSTMENT HOUR

*

ALL YOU CAN EAT!

MONDAY
Baked Ham & Beans

*

Steamship
au jus

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

Make Your Own
Tortillas

Roast Turkey
with Cranberry Sauce

FRIDAY
Five Foot Italian Sandwich

STAGE

Don't forget Thursday is Ladies
..
No Cover Charge • Dress Code Strictly",'!:,' Il·II·(JrCI!1l

Driving Miss
Daisy quietly

*S\LUTfS

"Driving Miss Daisy" by Alfred
Uhry is a delicate piece of theater
with a thin steel wirepassingthrough
its theme. People who have seen the
recent movie tell me the play isn' t
much different. (Uhry wrote the
screenplay also). The movie and the
play deal with racism, prejudice,
approaching senility, and learning
to cope with relationships that would
not take place ordinarily. Conversa·
tions between Miss Daisy Uoan Pot·
ter) and her black chauffeur (An·
thony Chisolm) are quietly delivered, but there are boils and scars
beneath the gentility. The play
doesn't seethe with unbridled pas·
sion, but like most relationships,
keeps going along a path that has
occasional important revelations
about the people involved.
Portland Stage Company's production is very good. The actors,
Potter, Chisolm and Warren Keith
as Daisy's son Boolie, were fine on
opening night. The scenery is spare.
The "car" is two chairs strategically
placed. Scenery slides by as projections behind the actors. The effect is
lovely. It's a quiet evening al the
theater.

11''118 B+.
A great night club.
A perfect dance place•
In the Portland Regency.

Seen Sheart. . (Irish music) 2:30-6:30
pm, Moose Alley, 46 Market St., Port·
Chancel Choir (classical) Perform·
land. n4-5246.
ance of choral music accompanied by
The Pu. .ywillowa and The Brood
string orchestra by Bach, Mendelssohn,
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St., Portland.
Franck, Vaughn Williams and Schubert
772-9871 .
Mar 18, 4 pm at Woodfords CongregaBrok.n M.n (rock) Raoul's, 865 For·
tional Church, 202 Woodfords St,
est Ave., Portland. 773-0886.
Portland. Open to the public. Dona·
The B ...kdown (rock) Moose Alley,
tions accepted. For more information ,
46 Market St., Portland, 774-5246.
call 774-8248.
I_tlptlon (rock) Holy Ghost, 29 Ex·
Plano Competition (classical) The
change, Portland. 773-0300.
Portland Symphony Orchestra· Priscilla
Knots and C ...... (rock) Dry Dock,
Morneault Piano Competition final are
84 Commercial SI., Portland. 774-3550.
being held today, beginning at 1:30 pm
Port City AlIsta,.. (Motown/swing) 8
at Portland City Hall Auditorium, Port·
pm, Sonesta Hotel Ballroom, High St.,
land. The winner receives $2,500 and
Portland.
a oontract to perform with the PSO in
ObseMion (rock) ad Port Tavern, t 1
November. The final are free and open
Moulton SI., Portland . n4-0444.
to the public. For more information, call
k o " o.~y (jazz) Little Willies, 36
773-8t91.
Market St. , Portland. n3-45oo .
The Bill Street Quart.t (jazz) The USM Music Faculty Conc.rt (clas·
sical) Faculty members present a
Reindeer Room , upstairs at Hushang
benefit concert at 3 pm in CorIhell
11,11 Brown St, Portland. Admission is
Concert Hall, USM Gorham. Proceeds
$5. 874-9002.
go towards the Music Educators Na·
No Real Neighbors (rock) Spring
tional Conference summermusiccamp
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St., S. Port·
scholarship fund . Tickets are $5. For
land. n2-2739.
more information , call 78(}'5256.
Magulne (rock) Spirits at the Manor,
700 Main St, S. Portland. 774-6151.
Cry B.by (rock) Shelley's, 12 Lincoln
Morgon Shep<lrd
St, Biddeford. 284-9283.
R_k of Ages (oldies) The Chat·
tanooga, 15 Thornton St , Biddeford. Franck O ....n Work F_tlval (clas· DrIving M ... Delay Pulitzer Prize
winning play about the relationship be·
282-3777.
sical) Organists Ray Comils, Maloolm
tween a Jewish widow and her black
Danc. Party (music from '50s·'OOs)
Cass , Elizabeth Sollenberger, Nancy
chauffeur set in the American South is
Aqua Lounge, Short Sands, YOI1<
Dewan and Ruth Doyle perform a
being produced by the Portland Stage
Beach. 363-7578.
concert in celebration of the 19th cen·
Company through Apr 1. Performances
tury French organist and oomposer at
are Tue·Thu at 7:30 pm, Fri at 8 pm,
7:30 pm in Portland City Hall AuditoSat at 5 and 9 pm and Sun at 2 pm at
rium. Free and open to the pUblic. For
the Portland Performing Arts Center,
more information, call 443-9700 .
25A Forest Ave., Portland. For more
Seen Sheerlne (Irish music) Gritty
information, 'call 774"()465.
McDuff's, 396 Fore St., Portland. n2In Llf. The. . a . . Blow. So Hard
2739.
Shoestring Theater, Portland's com·
No R_I Nelghbo,.. (rock) ad Port
munity-based puppet theater, presents
Tavern, 11 Moulton SI. , Portland. 774- Song SWapa (folk) Portland Folk Club
an adult puppet tragedy, which ex·
0444.
Song Swaps are held on the first and
plores oppression and spititual revival
third Tuesday of each month at 7:30
through poetry in Letin America. Per·
pm at the Swedenborgian Church, 302
formances are Mar 16-17, 8 pm at the
Stevens Ave., Portland. Swaps are
People's Building, 155 Bracket St,
open 10 all who Hke to share or listen to
POrtland. Donations are S5 at the door.
a song, tune or story. $1 donation is rEr
For more infonnation, call 775"()105 or
Dirt,. Looks (hard rock) Tree Cafe, 45
quested, refreshments welcome. For
774-1502.
Danforth St. , Portland. 774-1441 .
more information, call 773-9549.

MONDAY 3.19

Day••• Just The Thing

7tr

20 Milk Street, Portland

"

SUNDAY 3.18

EVERY

WEDNESDAY
ANY DRINK $2,00

TUESDAY 3.20

FOR WOMEN ONLY, ALL NIGHT

MUSIC & DANCING 7 NIGHTS A WEEK
OPEN EVERY NIGHT AT 8
HAPPY HOUR THURSDAY & FRIDAY 5-8

MONDAY 3.19

THE MOON DANCE CLUB e 427 FORE ST.
772-1983

continlM!d on pog< 14

•

13

15

March 15,1990

I4

0Isc0 Bay Wukly

=,~

contin""d from prig. 13

AROUND TOWN

-

OUT OF TOWN

E.rt~ M.,.t.... Mary and Joseph Joch-

STAGE

•••0
Thursday, March 15
'Ioted Best Band by
Roiling Stone Magazine

Tickets $ 8.75 adv., $10.00 door
Available at T-Birds and
the Record Exchange

FRIDAY, MARCH 16

SATURDAY, MARCH

THANK MAGIC
IT'S FRIDAY

17

HAPPY
ST. PATRICK'S DAY

93e Coors light

Doors open al 7

SUNDAY, MARCH 18

TUESDAY, MARCH 20

HEADLINER COMEDY

The RADIATORS

Headliner: Rich Ceister
Also Appearing - Joey Norick
Doors open a\ 1: Showlime 8:30

Door open al8

Tickets $6 advance,
$8 door

UPCOMING EVENTS
Wed .• March 28th - RAGOOU (A tribute to AerosmHh)
Mon .• April 2nd - BLACK CROWE I JUNKYARD
Wed .• April 4th - The JONESES
Man .• April 9th - The HOOTERS
Mon .• April 16th - The SMITHEREENS

St".

..

Mat. 14
Raoul's Dance P2rty
Mat. 16-17 Bretton ~ NH
M2r. 21 Raoul's Dance P2rty

ME-

AjriIll Raoul's Dance Party
AJri 13-14 Mr. GoodWs, O.O.B.
AjriI18 Raoul's Dance Party
AjriI20 Be:lIord, NH, privlte

M2r.23-24 Bruno's, POltland
AjriI21
M2r. 28 Raoul's Dance P2rty
M2r.30-31 WlJ.XAN Sacc. fooner~ F1anJgans AjriI27·28
AjriI29
A&ri i
Raoul's Dance P2rty
A&ri7
No. Cooway Privlte

Pooland Qub, private
Bruno's, POItIand
Muscular DysIr~y Cruile
Scotia Prilce

Winners of 4 Maine Music Awards!
Every Wednesday Night is Ladies Night at Raoul's with the
Red Light Revue - Ladies Admitted Free!
Now booking weddings and corporate parties for spring &: summer.
Specializing in Weddings, Corporate & Private Functions and Nightclubs.

,

CALL

i

•

2802

AND
CLIMBING
FAST!
What was the greatest home run

I

j

hitting team in big league baseball
history?... It was the 1961 Yankees
who hit 240 homersand no other major
league team has ever
come close to that total... Incredibly. on that
team.
all
three
catchers-Yogi Berra,
Elston Howard and
Johnny Blanchardeach hit over 20 homers, the onlytirne that's
ever happened ... Also
Roger Maris hit 61
homers and Mickey
Mantle 54 that year. Did you know

Busch beer is one of the top ten
largest se1llng beers in the U.S.?
When you see a Busch display
pick up a.l2 pack or two-See foc
yourself why Busch beer has
climbed to one of the top
spo~d it's priced right too!
Did you know that the former

manager of the California Angels.
Gene Mauch. holds the all-time
record for managing the most years
in big league baseball
without ever taking a
team to the World Series ... Mauch has managed in the majors for
23 seasons without a
World
Series
appearance. Head for
the mountains of
Busch--another qual-

ity beer from Anheuser-BUSch. The longest road trip ever taken
by a football team was
made in the 1985 season by the
University of Texas-EI Paso when
they traveled to Melbourne, Australia to play the University of Hawaii
in a game called the Australia Bowl,
on Dec. 7... That was a round trip
of almost 20,000 miles for one game
for Texas-EI Paso! Beer is a good
part of the Good Ufe....l)rink Re-

sponsibly!

The Women's Studies
Department at USM for
sponsoring Women's
History Month Events

Portl.nd 11.... _
of Art Seven Atto.n.y G.n ••• I'. G.II •• y
Space. Fifth Floor. State Office BuildCongress Square. Portland. Hours:
ing in Augusta. Prints by Amy Ferguson.
Tue-Sat. 10-5; Sun. 12-5; Free on
Siri Beckman. Poly Doyle. Gina TesThursday evenings. 5-9. "Flora Portor. PoUy Cote and Will Zell- members
trayed: Classics of Botanical Art from
of Steam MiD Prinbllakers located in
the Hunt Collection" (through May 13);
Ellsworth - through Mar 28. Hours:
"Serial Imagery in Prints" and "Color
Anchom.n Blues opera by Ohicago
Mon-Fri 9 am-5 pm. 289-2724.
Photographs: Recent Acquisitions"
playwright Paul Carter Harrison with
Bowdoin C o I I . . - I I _ of Art •
(through Apr 15). 775-6146.
music composed by Julius Hemphill of
Brunswick. "Marsden Hartley in Bavthe World Saxophone Quartet Mar 16- Art Galle,., .t Six Deertng. Portaria" and "American Modernism. 1900land. Exhibit of oil Raintings by prize17. 23-24 at 8 pm; Mar 18 and 25 at 2
1940" through Apr 14 and "Paper
winning artist Jonathan Hotz. Show
pm at Shaeffer Theatre. Bates C0lHorses: Popular Chinese Woodcuts"
continues through Mar 24. Hours: Tuelege. Lewiston. Admission is $41$2.
through Apr 29. Hours: Tue-Sat 10am. Sat 11 am-5 pm for the first two weeks
For reserwtions. call 786-6161.
4 pm. Sun 2-5 pm. 725-3275.
of the months. by appointment thereafT ... NonnIII ....rt by Larry Kramer.
The Cent. . for .... Art•• 604 Washter. 772-9605.
one of the first major plays aboutAl,DS.
ington St.. Bath. Juried art exhibit
will be given a dramatic reading Mar 17 B.rrIdoHGallert_. 26 FreeSt. Portthrough Mar 31. 442-a455.
land. "Utiliti; useful objects by gallery
at2and7pmattheTheaterProject.14
Christine'. G.IIe,.,. 24 US Route 1.
artists through Mar 31. 772-5011.
School St.. Brunswick. A panel discusYarmouth. "Fall Into Winter: pastel
sion on AIDS and related issues will be B.yvI.w G.II.,.,. 75 Market St.. Portlandscape drawings by Phyllis Wolf
land. Recent work by Helen St Clair
held at 4 p.m. The reading and dscusWilkins through Mar 31. Hours: Monthrough Mar 31. Hours: Mon-Sat 10
sion are being sponsored by The TheaSat 10 am~ pm. 646-6128.
am~ pm. 773-3007.
ter ProjectandThe Merrymeeting AIDS
Support Group. Admission is free. but Cone...... Squa,.O.II.,." 594 Con- Ii'-nts Gall.,.,. 56 MaineSt.. Brunswick. "Metal Message," a group show
gress SI.. Portland. "Color," featuring
donations will be accepted. For more
of sculpture. jewelry and objects in
Henry Isaacs' pastels and oUs. and
information. call 729-$584.
iron. steel and other metals through
Meg Brown Payson's oils and oil pastel
No. . . . . . . Sto,., Figure of Speech
Apr 26. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am~ pm.
through Apr 2. 774-3369.
Theatre Production of puppetry and
729-1108.
Scandnavian fables Mar 17. 2 pm at Ev. . . G.fle,.,. 8 Pleasant SI.. Portland. "Desert Cantos" and "The Pir by Gov.mor'. Gallery Spac.. State
the Cenler for the Arts at the Chocolate
House Augusta. "MasterlApprentices.Richard Misrach through Mar 24. Hours:
Church. S04 Washington ST.• Bath .
a photo documentary by Cedric ChatTue-Fri 10 am~ pm. Sat 11 am-5 pm.
Tickets are $7 for adults. $3.50 for
terly 01 the Traditional Artists Appren879-0042.
children under 13. For more informaticeship Program featuring seven traF.O" B.n.y Antlqu.rI .... 141
tion. call 442-6455.
ditional artists and their appren~ces
Middle St..Portiand. Jewelry by Susan
M.lne Liv.s on St.g. A celebration
through Apr 11. Hours: Mon-Fri 9 amBickford. as well as works by Cindy
01 three stories 01 elders performed by
5 pm. 269-2724.
MacKay. Nancy Nevergole. Lois Lemembers 01 Portland Stage Company
onard Stock and Marie Locke. Hours: HOM Sound G.II.rI_ North. 56
and organized by the Center lor the
Maine St.. Brunswick. "Coastto Coast;
Mon-Fri 9 am-5 pm, Sat 10 am-4 pm.
Study of Uves ay USM. PSC and Elder
recent work by five contemporary art774-1479.
Circle. The three life stories are based
ists from Los Angeles. New York and
on interviews conducted by graciJate F. P.rk•• R.ldy's. 63 Exchange St ..
Maine through Apr 7. Featured are
Portland. "Notions of a Local Nature:
students at USM. The lives celebrated
Susan Webster. Katarina Weslin. Chris
an exhibit 01 photographic works by
are of Sister Mildred Barker. a Shaker
Duncan. Hoon Kwakand Francine MaRick Crockett through Apr 29. 774who died last January; Frances Peatarazzo. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-5 pm.
4732.
body. co-founder of The AIDS Project
725-4191.
and an historic preservationist; and Good Egg Caf•• 705 Congress St..
Portland. Photographs by J. Peter Saint .J_ph'. Colleg•• Wellehan
Bud Burke. assistant administrator at
Library. Wincllam. Photography show
Monro and Jonathan Wh1tney through
Jackson Brook Institute. Performance
of color photographs with differential
Apr 15. 775-1514.
is Mar 19. 7:30 pm at the Portland
interference microscope by Garry Fox
Performing Arts Center. 25A Forest HoM Sound G.II.rt. . North. 56
and recent landscape photography by
Maine St.. Brunswick. "Coast to Coast."
Ave .• Portland. Free and open to the
Wayne Waichunas through Mar 18.
works by Hoon Kwak and Francine
public. For more information. call 780692~766 ext 791.
Matarazzo of L.A., Chris Duncan of
5078 or 774-1043.
N.Y. and Susan Webster and Katarina USM Art Gallery. Gorham. Paintings
T ... DI.,., of An_ Frank City Theaand drawings by Sigmund Abeles and
Weslien of Maine. through Apr 7. 725te~s production is being performed Mar
Richard Lethem through Mar29. Hours.
4191.
23-Apr 6 at City Theater. 205 Main St..
Sun-Thu. 12-4 pm. 760-5409.
Biddeford. Performances are Fri-Sat M.I_ Colo. Servlc.. 4 Milk St..
Portland. Photographs by MCS em- York I . .tltut. lI__urn. 371 Main
at 8 pm. Sun at 2 pm. TICkets are $101
SI.. Saco. "Objectivity: Selections for
ployees through Mar 30. Hours: Mon$7.50. For more information. can 262the Permanent Collection" through midFri 8:30 am-5:30 pm. 774-4300.
0649.
Sep; "Pants for Paintings"through midMI.... - r ' . Night DNIIm King M.I_ Pon.... Marltat. 376 Fore
Oct. Hours: Tue-Wed 1-4 pm. Thu 1-6
St.. Portland. Recent works in porceAlfred's College Touring Company from
pm. 262-3031.
lain by Michael Remsen Mar 17-31.
Winchester. England performs
Hours: Daily 10 am- 6 pm. 774-1633.
Shakespeare's comedy Mar 23 at 8 pm
at Luther Bonney Auditorium. USM Nancy .......1. Gall.,.,. 367 Fore
St.. Portland. "Three Dimensional Still
Portland and Mar 26. 8 pm in Russell
Lives" by Katherine Blacklock through
Hall. USM Gorham. Admission is $51
March. Hours: Mon-Sat 10 am~ pm. Abbl. Shahn shows slides and dis$3. For more information. call 760775-3822.
cusses her work Mar 16. 7:30 pm at the
5480.
Maine Writers Center. 190 Mason St..
All "y $oM A1thur Miller's drama is Pay_ G.II.,., of Art. Westbrook
College. 716 Stevens Ave.• Portland.
presented by the Portland Players Mar
Brunswick. Shahn is known for her
"Alice Schille: View from North Africa"
large abstract egg tempera paintings
23-Apr 7 at 420 Cottage Rd .• S. Portthrough Apr I. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-4
land. Performances are Fri-Sat at 6
and art books. The art talk, sponsored
pm (Thu until 9); Sat-Sun 1-5 pm. f97by the Union of Maine Visual Artists. is
pm. Mar 25 at 2:30 pm. Apr 1 at 7 pm.
9546.
For more information. call 797-7337.
free and open to the public.
Jov"l JolIn lidgert_ presents a Port..nd Public Libra,.,. Monument Shak. . M _ Summ•• Work"
Square. Portland. "Landscapes and
performance of storytening. songs. old.hope 1990 catalog of workshops win
Seascapes of New England," photosoon be available. Courses Include
time country humor and a splash of
graphs by John Bailey through March.
magic Mar 24. 7:30 pm at the Schooloval box making. spinning and dying.
Hours: Mon. Wed, Fri 9 am~ pm. we •
flax and linen and basket making.
house Arts Cenler at Sebago Lake.
Thu 12-9 pm. Sat 9 am-5 pm. 871Tickets are $5 for aciJ~s. $3 for chil(Workshops are held at Sabbathday
1700.
Lake in Poland.) To receive a copy of
dren. For reservations and more inforPortl.nd Wine & Chees•• 6 Forest
the catalogue. call the museum at 926mation. call 642-3743.
Ave .• Portland. "New Color and ConT ......_ o n Project Modem dance
4597.
tacts." photographs by Arthur Fink Aft.rnatlv. Medl_ 1890 Visual
performance by Jucith Jameson's
through April. Hours: Mon-Sat 10 amand perfonnance art happening to raise
company Mar 24. 6 pm at Lewiston
5 pm. 774-3465.
money for AIDS research and support
Junior High School. Jameson was
Mar 29 at Alberta·s Cafe and Zootz in
recently named artistic director of the Right B.nq_ Caf•• 225 Federal St..
Portland. Assorted works by Jack BigPortland. Organizational business
Alvin Ailey Dance Theater. Tickets are
gar through April. 774~74.
meeting every Wednesday at 8 pm
$12 and $10. available through LA
through Mar 29 at Zootz. 31 Forest
Arts. 36 Oak St.. Lewiston or call 762- St.ln G.II.ry Cont.mpor.ry
GI•••• 20 Milk St.. Portland. Blown
Ave.• Portland. For more information.
7228 for information.
and sandcasted vessels and organic
call 799-5127.
forms by Neil Drobnis through Apr 15.
Hours: Mon-Sat 11 am-5:30 pm; closed
Tue and Sun. 772-0072.

SchDIe's"AGroup, Tunls"(1922)

Life In north Africa
Alice Schille' s (1869-1955) watercolorsaretraditional paintingsof the landscape and life of North
Africa, but her appeal was her
ability to examine the 1920s subj~ matter using modern techmque and great sensitivity.
. Her paintings are of everyday
hfe - people, markets, buildings
and other streets scenes. But
Schille was a modernist and a
colorist. Trained by the American Impressionist William Merritt Chase, the artist was a master
of capturing light in her works.
Her composition are tied together
with structural devices and an
easily recognizable divided brush
stroke.
~hile studying' in France,
Schillebecamefascinated with the
post-impressionist movement
Fauvism, which encouraged usmg color to its fullest decorative
potential. Fauvism didn't limit
the use of color as literal and
bright colors were used freely.
Schille's watercolors are currently on exhibit at the Joan
Whitney Payson Gallery of Art in
the show ''The North Africa
Years." Beyond the influences on
her work, Schille had a real ~ye
for the environment and character of the places she painted: TuniSia, Morocco, Egypt and Turkey.

OTHER

SENSE

In life there are blows so hard

ART
OPENING
Albert... Cafe. 21 Pleasant St.. Portland. "Six ShowingiMixed Media; featuring pieces by Joyce Ooley. Marcella
Manoogen. Valerie McCaffery. Bonnie
Nason. Abigail Spring and Tom
Stenquist Mar 10-Apr 30. Opening
reception Mar 18. 12-3 pm. For more
information about this show or possibly
showing in the future. call Andres Verzosa at 775-151 •.
Icon. 19 Mason St.. Brunswick. Twoman show features the work of sculptor
Deane Wood and painter Robert Andruilli Mar 18-Apr 4. Opening reception
Mar 16. 3-5 pm. Hours: Mon-Fri 1-5
pm. and by appointment 725-8157.

In life there are blows so
hard ... In life there are blows so
hard ... This phrase becomes a
chant that reverberates through
the chambers of the mind. It
comes from a poem written by
Caesar Vallejo. The phrase is also
the title of an exacting performance by Nance Parker and the
Shoestring Theater.
The powerful and primitive
puppets created by the Shoestring
Theater have become an integral
part of the ritual celebrations of
Halloween and New Year's Eve
in Portland.
Now the human~cupied
puppets create, through poetry,
mime, dance, music and light, a
story of oppression, subjugation
and the eventual rebirth of a
peoples' spirit. The scenario is
targeted toward the aboriginal

peoples of Latin America sold
into slavery by the arrival of the
conquistadors. In the program's
manifesto, director Nance Parker
says " ... the arrival of boots was
not a joyous event in those "exotic" lands whereourforefathers'
ships touched shore. The western empire spared little... The
arrival of the ships can be seen as
the beginning of subordination,
fear, oppression in many lands."
It's ironic to watch puppets
become puppets controlled by
puppets.
Arrive early. And have faith.
The door will open.
"In Life There are Blows So
Hard" will be performed Mar.
16-17 at 8 p.m. in The Peoples'
Building. 155 Brackett St., Portland.
~.,.

Sheprzrd

,
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T •• lnrl.... North ••• t Annu.1
M ••tlng Dana Connors. Commissioner 01 the Maine Department of
Transportation! speaks about bringing
passenger trains to the region and
diSCUSS the prospect that this can be
accomplished in the next three years
Mar 15. 7:30 pm at the Holiday Inn
West. Riverside SI.. Portland. QuesUons from the audience will follow. For
more information. call 879-7245.
Chan~ In Nlc.ragua Activists interested In planning a. state-wide meeting
to analyze the NICaraguan situation
and to re-think strategy in regard to
Central America, contact PAUSICA at
773-7673.
T ... Problem. of Emerging Con.tltutlonall8m In E_t.m EwopeGabor Hamza. law professor at
Budapest University and a visiting
Fulbnght professor at Cardozo School
of Law in New York City. speaks on the
constltubonal reforms in Eastern Europe Mar 16. 12 noon at the School of
Law. OeeringAve. Portland. For more
Informabon. call 760-4345.
VI.t ...m, C.mbodl • • nd t ... US:
R.tu.n Eng.g.m.nt Captain
Euge~ B. "Red" McDaniel. POW lor
over SIX years and author of the book
"Scars and Stripes," speaks Mar 19'
7:30 pm at Temple Beth-EI. 400 Oeer~
Ing Ave .• Portland. Cost is $6 for the
public. $3 for World Affairs Council
members. and $1 for students For
more information. call the World Affairs
Council at USM ay 760-4551.

"Park Benches at Dusk" depic~s a whitewashed building,
~hlch appears faded against the
mtense green sky. The brush
stroke is short and expressh!e. It
is mosaic-like.
"Market, Tunis" closes in and
captures the essence of the Tunisian market as a crowded bustling and overwhelming place.
The lines are simple. Schille uses
color to describe the scene and tie
it together. Vibrantorange, purple
and green are carried throughout
the works.
"A Heavy Load" is similar in
use of bright color - here in broad
geometric patterns. Not onlydoe~
it focus in on Arab laborers who
carry their load of fresh vegetables to market, but Schille
evokes a sense of the oppressive
heat of North Africa.
Perhaps the best of the series
are the works entitled "Nocturnes." These paintings depict
the active world ofthe Arab-African countries at night, when the
women retreat into their homes
and only the Arab men can be
seen sitting quietly at cafes. "Cafe
at Night" depicts just this, with
~een, yellow and purple bringmg the scene to life.
''The North Africa Years" continues through Apr. 1.
l.ts/i£ Morison

man s Will share tools for communicating with the angelic. deva. elemental
and imaginal kingdoms of the Earth
Mother Mar 20. 7:30-9:30 pm at the
First Parish Church. 425 Congress St..
Portland. Admission is $10. For more
inlormation. call 766-5667 or871-0267.
Th. Ah.nn.th of· Vlol.nc.:
St •• tegl_ 101' C.reglv.... Workshop covers the hi storical and theoretical functions. of psychological trauma.
post-traumaUc stress reactions and
various treabllentoptions Mar 21.9:30
am-3:30 pm at the General Theological Center. 159 State St.. Portland.
The workshop will be led by Rev. David
Doepel. senior consultantfor the Crisis
Management Group. Inc. in Watertown
Mass. Cost is $45. For more informa:
tion. call 874-2214.
Southern M.lne A,.. Agency on
Agingwlli hold public hearings to solicit
public comment on the Agency's proposed 1990/93 Area Plan Mar 21 in
. Windham at the Senior Dining Center.
The Area Plan IS a document designed
to promote a comprehensive service
system for older people. focusing on
three general areas concerning the
needs of older people: awareness of
~nd access to services; in-home servIces for the frail elderly; and legal assistance. For more information on public
heanngs. call Jean Leighton at 7756503 or 1-800-427-7411.
G.rdenlng .nd Dealgnlng With
Dried PI.nt M.I.rI.l. Terry Silber
horticulturalist and author of "A Smali
Farm in Maine: speaks Mar 21. 12
noon-l pm at the Ponland Public library. Monument Square. Portland.
"Brown Bag Lootures" at the library are
free and open to the public. For more
information. call 671-1756.
Sierr. Club G.n... 1 M •• tlng Ann
Munch. former Maine Group Sierra Club
_chairperson. speaks on przewalski
horses. the anoestor to the modem day
horse. and the efforts to return them to
the wild Mar 22. 7:30 pm in the Public
Safety Building. 109 Middle St.. Portland.
G ••• t.. Portl.nd L.ndm •• k.
Architectural Lectures "Old Rural
Houses: How They Changed and Grew"
Mar 22. 7 pm at St. Luke's Cathedral
Parish Hall. Park Street. Portland. For
more information. call 774-5561.
H _ Schooling Workshop for Parents who are considering teaching their
children at home Apr 4. 1-3 pm (and
again May 6. 2-4 pm) at the Home
Schooling Center. 71 Walnut St.. Portland. Register before Mar 21. Cost is
$10 per person. For more information
call 772-7269.
•
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OFF THE
CLOCK

Chocol.t. Lov....' Fling 4th Annual
Fling. sponsored by the Rape Crisis
Center. is seeking volunteers to put
posters up advertising the event cut- ting or serving chocolate at the ~vent
Apr 29. or assisting in greeting and
registering guests. People who volwnteers for five hours or more will receive
tree admission to the Fling. For more
InlormaUon. call the Rape Crisis Center'~ business office at 767-4276.
R.tug_ R . . .t t l _ n t Program
is looking for volunteers to work with
newly arrive Vietnamese Amerasian
families. The focus will be on recreaUonal activities and providing positive
role models. For more information. call
Rana O'Connor at 671-7437.
Portl.nd B.II.t Company needs a
volunteer with clerical skills to answer
phones and greet people. Some light
paperwork involved. Hours are Tuesdays. 10 am-12 noon. For more information. call the Center for Voluntary
Action at 674-10t5.
Prebl. St ....t Resource Cent••
Volunteer is needed to greet guests.
keep count of people coming to the
center. reler those with special needs
to available interns and keep an overview 01 the activity. Hours are Mon-Fri
7:50-9:30 am. For more information'
call the Center for Voluntary Action at
874-1015.
Portl.nd M .....urn of Art is training
people to be museum docents beginning this month. Docents lead guided
tours through the permanent collecbons and temporary exhibits. greet
VISitors at the information desk and
orient them to the museum. Training
Will be Monday mornings for six consecutive weeks. For more information
call the Center for Voluntary Action at
674-1015.
St... 01 M.lne Saf.ty Cou... _
Dept of Inland Fisheries andWildlile is
seeking volunteer instructors for its
courses in hunter safety. trappersalety.
bow hunter safety. ATV safety. boating
safety and snowmobile safety. Volunteers must be at least 21-years-old
have at least three years of experien~
In. the field applied lor and have no
cnmlnal record. People interested in
volunteering should call Lou Haskell at
729-9797 or meet with recreational
service coordinators at an orientation
Mar 17. 8 am at the Troop B Maine
State Polica Barracks. Rt 26. Gray. A
workshop for new ATV and Snowmobile Instructors is scheduled for 9 am4 pm.
R .... CrI.I•. C.n ••• is training volunteers for their 24-hour hoUine. Volunte~rs receive 30 hours of training in
cnsls Intervention and· sexual assault
awareness. ongoing training and supervision. participate in monthly advocate.meetings. and are part of a center
providing support to survivors of sexual assault and their significant others.
Evening training begins Mar 19. For
more information, call 774-3613.
DI.I Ki.... a teen peer counseling hotline. IS currenUy recruiting teen volunteers foo: the April training class. For an
appllcaUon and interview call 6741055.
.

US"C.n.dl.n R.I.tlon. Derek
Bumey. Canadian ambassador to the
U.S .• will speak Mar 19.10-11:30 am in
the Moot Court Room. School of Law.
Deenng St.. Portland. For more information. call 760-4360.
Producing .nd PI.clng Vicleo
N.w. R.I ••••• Maine Public Relation Council sponsors a seminar Mar
19. 12-1:30 pm in Room B of the
Campus Center. USM Portland. Seminar IS free and open to the public. For
moreinformation.contacttheM P R C
P.O. Box 1657. Portland. 04104: ..•
Mill Sit•• of Y.nnouth: T ... In- Kit. Image. Workshop for children
d .... trt.1 ViII.ge Ursala Baker gives
ages 3-5 Mar 15. 20-22. 27-29 at 10:30
an illustrated looture Mar t 9. 7:30 pm
am and 1 pm at the Children's ReatMernll Memonal Library. MainStreet.
source Center. Thompson's POint
Yarmou~. Free and open to the public.
Portland. Cost is $1 perchild. To regis:
For more Information. call the Yarmouth
ter. call 773-3045.
Historical Society at 646-6259.
Rick Ch...... t. .nd t... Bubbf.
Child C .... Panel ciscussion addresses
Gum B.nd perform a spring benefit
ISSues of child care affecting the south concert Mar 17. 2:30pm at the Gorham
ern Maine business community Mar
High School. TICkets are $6. available
20, 5:30-8:30 pm at the Holiday Inn by
at Cook's County Store. Baxter Library
The Bay. 88 Spring St.. Portland. Topics
and Gorham Community Services. ProIncl.ude child care aflordability. funding
ceeds from the concert will be used to
opUons available for employer sponprovide arts programs in the Gorham
sored alternatives. and the state's plan
schools.Formoreinformation call639to Improve the availability. affordabil2104.
'
and quality of child care. Discus- How To E.t Llk. A Chifd Children'S
sion IS sponsored by Portland CommuTheater of Maine presents an ali-chilnity Chamber of Commerca. the Child
dren production Mar 17. 24. 31 and Apr
Care Task Force. and the Southern
7 at 10 am in Luther Bonney AuditoCoastal Group of Financial Women
rium. USM Portland. Tickets are $4 per
International. Admission is $6 per perperson. For more information call 654- Chemlc.1 Depen.ncy .nd t ...
son. For more information. call Linda
0369.
.
~!
Adult ActionlVista program.
E. Huston at 674-1025.
C.k •• , King., D •• gon. .nd
It s Never Too Late; promotes comDowntown VI. Ion City of Portland's
Thlnp King's Puppeteers presents
mUnity awareness, early intervention
planning board has prepared draft 01
three shows Mar t 7 at 11 am. 2 pm and
and outreach for chemically depena Downtown Plan. Public workshops to
4 pm at the Maine Mall in South Portdenct older adults. For information
reVIew a preliminary draft of the Plan
land.
about the program. contact Mary
are being held Mar 20 at 3:30 pm in Child ...n'. M .....um Wlnt •• WorkThurston at the Southern Maine Area
Room 209 City Hall. 396 Congress St..
.hope "Spring is Coming; a workAgency on Aging at 773-6503. All calls
Portland. For more information call
shop for school-age children Mar 20
are handled confidentially.
674-3000 ext. 6723.
•
3:!5-4: 15 pm. and "Papermakino" Ma; Infant p.,.nting CI. . . . . are being
lI.dlc.1 Ethic. .nd Medic.'
24. 10 am-12 noon at the Children's
offered to Portland residents. Meet
Economic.: C.n t... Two B.
Museum. 746 Stevens Ave .. Portland
other parents. share ideas and frustraReconcll.d? Mark Speigler. M.D .• a
Free with museum admission. Reser~
bonS. and learn how to raise happy,
leader In the field 01 medical ethics
vabons are encouraged. For more inhealthy children. For more information
speaks Mar 20. 7 pm in Ludke Audita:
formation. call 797-KITE.
•
call 674-8784.
num. Westbrook College, 716 Stevens Toddf•• Movement C .... Portland 11.1_ ....d In,lury Foundation
Ave:. Portland. Topics include rational
recreation is offering a class for chilMonthly support g roup meets Mar 23
SUICIde. organ transports with living
dren ages 3-5 Mar 20-May 1. Tuesday
7 pm at Goodwill. Cumberfand Ave'
donors and euthanasia. Free and open
10-10:30 am at the Cummings Center
Portland. For more information. caii
to the publIC. For more information call
134 Congress St.. POrtland. Fee i~
Marsha at 774-6323. For other loca797-7261.
•
410. For more information call 674bons. call 626-0022.
6870.
.
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ill tile Wood~"

This beautiful 30 acres in Windham
provides swimming pool and tennis
on the courts! Cathedral ceilings and
skylights, fully applianced kitchens
2 zone "oil" heal, choi.ce of ca et
tile, 2 bedrooms plus 3rd f1oo.1'oft
and a full basement make these townhouses your home in the Woods.

&.

Very
affordably
priced
from

$69,200$71,300
Call
Diane O'Ueilly
at H..adea IIII1ty

758-5630
772-1010

-
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~ BOOKS
146 Ocean Street
South Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE
Used &

Out-of-Print Books
We buy books, too.
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Stop in for a few minutes,
or browse for hours.
Enjoy!

CENo-_
Always the most ORIGINAL
BOCK 'N' BOLL in townl

A Great \local,," with • Great Band

DARIAN BRAHMS
AND THE

SOUL MINERS

We loye tllese guys!

THE WHIGS &
ULTERIOR MOTIVES
':r;.;;;,;;.:;w~/l:.:/.:Dazzle you!)
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cOI1ti",,,,d from P"8t 15

REEN MOUNTAiN

HELP

C"FFEE ·
(lASTERS
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"SHARI< ~TTACI<"
A Celebration for
JIDlli~~~ \JfJlo JIDllirn~~
(infamous Alberta's bartender)
SUNDAY MARCH 25.1990 2-6pm

at· ALBERTA'S on Forest Ave
$10 SUGGESTED DONATION
BUFFET AND CASH BAR- FUilt RAFFLE
for more information call

ITEMS

774-4683

We Bring You
The World
Of Classics.
Wine Liszt
6:00 p.m. lI'eekdays
Host Dean Chertok, 0;
the Cork & Bage/,
introduces you to the

world 0; win~.

WPKM

FM 106.3
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Adun Children of Alcoholic.
FriendS Care, a group of USM students
for people recovering from substance
abuse, is offering a series of lectures.
Relationships is the topic Mar 21, 7 pm
in the USM Portland Campus Center
Amphitheater on Bedford Street The
lecturer is Steven Andrews, a consultant and trainer in the field of alcoholism
and drug abuse. Free and open to the
public. For more information, call 8746595.
DIvorc. "'rapectlv. Program for
divorced men and women designed to
provide assistance and support with
the adjustment process in "re-entry'
and beyond. meetings are Wednesday
at 7:30 pm at Woodfords Congregational Church, 202 Woodfords St.,
Portland. 'Change' is the topic of the
Mar 21 meeting. Meeting is open to all
people considering or facing the problems of a divorce. Donation $1.50. For
more information, call 774-HELP.
Multlpl. Sclerosl. Hom. Care
Course 10-sessionhomecarecourse
for people caring with someone with
multiple sclerosis is being held Wednesdays, 7-9 pm at York Hospital's
Ellis Conference Room, beginning Apr
4. The coarse includes topics such as
neurology and MS, home nursing skills,
physical therapy and exercise. The
sessions are free and open to people
with MS and their caregivers. For more
information, call SUsan Greenwood at
76t-5815 or 1-800-322-5815.
H,O.P,E. Sell-help support groups with
facilitators meet weekly to help heal
the emotional' pain associated with
serious diseases. Meetings are at Unity
Church, t 6 Columbia Rd., Portland,
Tuesdays 2-4 pm, 5-7:30 pm and
Thursdays 10 am-12 noon. There aJ:e
also support groups for the family and
friends of the ill which meet Thursdays,
7-9 pm. For more information, call 1800-339-HOPE.
Free T.x A . .I.t.ne. for S.nlors
American Association of Retired People
in cooperation with the IRS o"ers free
assistance 10 people over 60. People
can bring tax package, statements of
earning and income and any other tax
related information to the nearest taxhelp location. For more information,
call 1-800424-1040.
T.x Help Walk-in assistance Mon-Fri,
8:30 am4:30 pm at Mall Plaza, S.
Portland. Phone help: State Income
Tax, 1-800-452-1983; Federal Income
Tax, 1-800424-1040.
Young F.lheN PPr
..ogI_••nrn' at the
Portland YMCA, 70 Forest Ave., offers
a support group for young fathers every
Monday at6 pm. For more information,
call 874-1111.

Sports quotes
of the week
.. 'The only thing professional baseball players have
to fear is Fehr himself." Peter
Gammons, sportswriter, bastardizing the famous words
of the 32nd president of the
United States and taking a shot
at the players' representative
Donald Fehr in the pr-ocess.
.. "When spider webs
unite, they can tie up a lion."
Spud Webb, point guard for
the Atlanta Ha wks, dishes out
proverbial wisdom off the
court.
.. "How far would Moses
have gone if he had taken a
poll in Egypt?" Harry S. Truman explaining that sports
upsets (and political ones) can
happen all the time.
.. "A life isn't significant
except for its impacfon other
lives." Jackie Robinson, trailblazer for blacks in prosports.
.. "Lack of water hurts ice
fishing. Think how the fish
feels." Jay Leno, commenting
on a headline during the
Tonight Show.
.. "\ once called the president of Vaseline and told him
he should use me in a commercial since I used his product all the time." Gaylord
Perry, famous spitballer,
pitched under the premise
that it ain't cheating if you
don't get caught. He wasn't
the only one.
Mike Quinn

PORTLAND'S CLASSICAL RADIO

AppIII.chl.n Mount.ln Club WinI.r C.mplng Mar 16-18. All workshops are held at the Appalachian
Mountain Club's Pinkham Notch Camp
in New Hampshire. For more information, call 6Q3.466-2727.
WWF Wrestling Rowdy Roddy Piper
and ravishing Rick Rude Mar 16,8 pm
at the Cumberland County Civic Center, Portland. TICkets are $15, $12 and
$9. For more information, call 774-

~.~->~
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A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza
fabulous food • MarQ:aritas
from south of the border

.-
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from out :sf this world

OPEN 7 DAYS 4 PM - Happy Hour Mon. to Fri.
141 St. John St., Union Sta. Portland 874-6444
• Tlo Juan's CONCORD, NH • Margarita's ORONO, ME

NES S

T,.,n.fo"...U_ Workshop introduces visual arts for the dying person
and their caregivers Mar 17, 9 am-12
noon at the Portland Public Ubrary,
Monument Square, Portland. Topics
such as images of illness, images at
the close of life, and images of bereavemen~ will be discussed. A $10
donation is requested to generate an
3458.
arts budget for Hospice of Maine. PreCcNIching Youth .....rt. The Ameriregistration is required. For more inforcan Coaching Effectiveness Program
mation, call 774-4417.
will be offered at Memorial Middle
School in South Portland Mar 21, 28 A H_lthy Dey for Men One-day
conference will include workshops on
and Apr 4,6:30-9:30 pm. The course is
physical, emotional, psychological and
for any adult who is coaching a sport or
spiritual aspects of well-being Mar 17,
thinking about coaching a sport Par8:30 am-3:45 pm at USM Portland.
ticipants wilileam abou1 coaching ph~
Fee is $50, including lunch. For more
Iosophies, coaching objectives and
information, call 874-6500.
goals, first aid, time management,
teaching skits and coaching styles. Senior ....Ith .nd Movement
Portland Recreation offers classes Tue
The cost for materials is $20 per perand Thu, 2-2:30 pm at the Cummings
son. To regis\er,
799-7996.
. . . . Outdoor Advent... a..
Community Center, 134 Congress St.,
Portland. Cost is 50 cents per class.
Upcoming trips: Caribou Mountain,
For more information, call 874-8870 or
snowshoeing, backpacking and winler
874-8793.
canping Mer 17-18 (773-0476); Skiing,
downhill and cross country in Bethel Authenllc Movement Workshop
series with master teacher and imMar 16-18 (799-2956). For more inforprovisational performer Susan ScheN .
mation, call the Outdoor Hodine at 774Authentic movement is movement of
1118.
the self experienced through the body,
Soft... 11 ClI... USM is offering a
mind and spirit. Workshop offered Mar
softball pitching clinic Mar 18 and soft17, 14 pm at Ram Island Oance stuball hilling clinic Mar 21 and 25. Predio, 25A Forest Ave., POfIfand. $20.
registration is required. For more inforFor more information, call897~7 .
mation, call Jean Zimmerman at 780Iy......r Styt. Yop Free yoga class
5433.
10 introduce newcomers to Iyengar style
Casco ~ .lcycle
Bicycle
yoga Mar 21, 10:30 am-12 noon and
maintenance and repair is the Iopic of
Mar 22, 5:30-7 pm at Portland Yoga
the next monthly meeting Mar 20, 7 pm
Studio, 616 Congress St., Portland.
at the Portland Public Safety Buiking,
Spring session of classes begins Mar.
Middle Stree~ Portland. The public is
27. For more information, call 797welcome to at\end. For more information, can 774-1118 or ~2.
5684.

can
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Women'. Volc_ Work Cholc_
Workshop empowering women to create the work life they need and want
Apr 7, 9:30 am4:30 pm at the Maine
Women Writer's Collective at
Weslbrook CoNege, Stevens Ave.,
Portland. Fee is $75. For more information, call Barbara Babkirk at 7610071.
Streich .nd To... Workout choreographed to the rhythms of jazz Tuesday and Thursday moming, 8:15-9:15
at the Portland School of Bailey, 341
Cumberland Ave., Portland. For more
information, call Karen Marino at 8717093.
H••llh Screenl_ Health Promotion Program of Community Health
Services sponsors adult health screening for diabetes, anemia, colorectal
cancer, high blood pressure and cholesterol. TIme permitting, two or more
tests per person are available. Donation. Date, time and locations are as
follows: Mar 21 , 9:30-11 :30 am at
Community Building in Windham. For
more information, call 775-7231 ext.
551.

ETC

L •• m To D.ne. POfIfand School 01
Ballet's new session of classes Mar 17
at341 Cumberland Ave., Portland (7729671); Free introductory class in ballroom dance Mar 18, 6:30-8 pm at
Tennis of Maine, Route One, Falmouth
(781-2671) and Mar 19, 6:30-8 pm at
Captain Daniel Stone Inn in BrunSWick
(725-9898); Casco Bay Movers and
American Ballet East sponsor a master
class with Ron Payton, teacher of African, Haitian, Brazilian and Afro-Cuban
dance, Mar 20, 7-8:30 pm at341 Cumberland Ave., Portland (871-1013).
M.I... B_1 Bulld.rs Show New
England's finestwooden and fiberglass
boat builders will display all types of
boats Mar 23-25 at 58 Fore St., Portland. Hours are Fri-Sat 10 am~:30 pm,
Sun 11 am4 pm. AdmiSsion is $3;
children under 12 are admitted free
with adult.
M.I... B_t Show Mar 22-24 11 am9:30 pm, Mar 25, 11 am-5 :30 pm at the
Cumberland County Civic Center,
Portland. Admission is $4 for adults ,
$1.50 for children under 14. For more
information, call 774-3458.
....... St.t. Hortlcultu,.,1 Show
features 25 landscaped exhibition
gardens, educational and floral designs
displays and a lecture series Mar 2324, 9 am-9 pm; Mar 25, 9 am-5 pm at
the Enterprise Center in Scarborough.
TIckets are $5 for adults, $4 for seniors
and $2 for children under 12. For more
information, call 772-0024.
Comn....lty Auction to raise money
for a trip by 13 USM students and two
faculty members to get a first-hand
look at GorbacheV's economic and
social reforms in the USSR. The auction offers local products and services
Mar 23, 7 pm in Rooms A, B, C of the
USM Portland Campus Center. For
more information, call 780-4959.
Oppoe. Aiel to II "Iv. .r March
and rally to coincide with march in
Washington, D.C., commemorating the
10th anniversary of the death of Archbishop Romero Mar 24, 11 :30 am in
Monument Square, Portland. For more
information, call 773-7873.
Bowdoin S........r Music F••IIv.1
is accepting applications for its special
scholarship lund lor Maine students,
ranging from $500 to $1185. The festival music school o"ers and intensive
program of solo and chamber music
instruction for piano, strings, winds,
classical guitar and composition with
distinguished faculty from throughout
the United States and abroad. Applications may be obtained from Mary E.
Klibonofl, Administrative Director,
Bowdoin Summer Music Festival,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick, ME,
04011.
A Fool .nd HI. M_y .re Soon
Parted: .. _t F_IIn' Fundraising
auction lor the Portland Stage Company, featuring SUzanne and Guys With
TIes, hors d'oeuvres and a cash bar
Mar 31, 5-9 pm at T-Bird's, 126 N.
Boyd, Portland. T,lcksts are $35 after
Mar 14 and at the door. For reservations, call Cindy Andrews at 781-3603.
Old Port F•••.".,I This year's festival
is scheduled for June 1O. Intown Portland Exchange is currently accepting
applications from food vendors and
enlertainers for the festival. IPE is also
looking for enterlainers lor the SUnday
in the Port series and the Noontime
Performance Series. Arrtone in_led
in applying may obtain an application
by writing I.P.E., 477 Congress St.,
Portland, 04101, or calNng 7726828.
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UNCOMMON Portland business·
man 40, single, 6-1, 190, warm,
hones~ successful, sincere, seeks
family minded non-smoking woman
25·35 for long lerm Intimate
relationship. Please send pholl and
phone 10 PO Box 47t4 DTS,
Portland,04112
SF 40 thoughtful, warm,
appreciative, seeks SIOM, nature
and animal lover lor multJaily caring
and supportive friendship·
relationship. Share outdoor·indoor
adventures, country rpads,
mountain trails , X·C skiing,
camping, canoeing. Values honesty,
communicabon, kindness, and soaai
conscience. CBW Box 001, TPL
22001
ATTRACTIVE BLACK FEMALE
early 30s, intelligent, Witty,
prolessional, with interests In
globel politics, social issues, films,
and dancing. Would like to meet a
tall, handsome man With sim ilar
Interesls. CBW Box 002, TPL
22002
SEEKING: ProfeSSional S/DWF
40·55, who is canng, attractive,
passlonale and desires a friend and
lover to grow with in singlehood.
Seek recognition for your
experience and authenticity?
Unappreciated by men your own
age1'Then write this appreciating,
pleasing SWM 25, who's also
Inlelligent, warm, discreet,
alt.racllve a.nd well-built. I enjoy
qUlel evenings together. Photo
appreciated. PO Box 18167,
Portland, 0410t TPL 22003
BASKETBALL, BASEBALL,
racquetball. Canad'an Brass,
Mussorgsky, Sousa, Deoeche Mode,
The Cure, November, Wolverines,
Badgers, Snowdrops. Chinese
food. or an October moon. SM 28,
seeks a Portland SF 24·31, for a
mght at the theatre and beyond.
Include phone rumber, pease Photo
optlona: CBW Box 004. TPL
22004
GM 47 , heallhy body and brain,
looking lor =nSPlrator to share
IlIe's ironies. Splfuua explorer,
SOCially conSCientious , welltraveled, likes music. hiking,
theater, cals and dogs, mOVies,
good food, qUiet conversation.
Dislikes easy answers, prelense,
nOIsy parties, tobacco CBW Box
COS. TPL 220C5
LESBIAN, 35, profeSSional
Porlland area Petue, attractIVe.
qUick humor EnJOyS vanous
actlvules In nature, also wnbng.
reading, cookmg. Likes gOing out
and being at home Values persona
and. splrrtua growth and
relaTIonships. Selectively looking
for an inlerestlng woman to spend
time with, get to know as a friend,
poSSibly more. Include phone
number CBW Box 006, TPL
22006
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very pretty, petite, slim,
professional and educated. No
alcohol, cigareltes, drugs meat or
religion. Seek financially secure
SWM 2!>-45 with similar traits for
,long term monogamous relationship.
PhOne and phOIo please. CBW Box
009, TPL 22009
INICE GUYS don'l finish lasl wilh
mel DWF 33 would like II meet 33·
42 non·smoker. I would ~ke to share
similar qualities such as being
considerate, hones~ romantic, and a
nice personality. LeI's be friends
first. Pholo appreciated. CBW
Box 010, TPL 22010
WHERE ARE YOU? I (middle
aged male artist) looked lor you
(female, 405) at The Movies, the
Public Library, Little Wilhe's, etc. I
saw Henry V, Romero, Roger 'n Me,
la Boheme, 12th Nigh~ Cymbeline,
Grannia, but not you. They were
9reat, but I miss you-your live~ and
Intelligent insighls, your
companionship, your femaleness,
your you-ness. Don. CBW Box Ot 1
THE EASTER BUNNY knows rm a
900d ega. Can you trusl his
judgement'? Single 30s mom looking
for anolher good egg (male) who
can laugh, talk, share, is gende and
Sincere. tooks' less important Ihan
honesty. CBW Box 804, TPL
22012
YOUNG BiWM seeks young BiWF
for solid relationship wilh
possibility of more. Inl0 weekend
getaways and just hanging oul.
Interested? Send descnptlve
letter to P.O.. Box 1043, Portland,
ME 04104 TPL 22013
WHITE KNIGHT WANTED! SWF
distressed ~ the single bar seene
You are tall , romantiC,
adventuresome, honest and fun I
am 5'9', attractive and rlove travel
and home, rock music and romance,
jeans and Hells. danCing and
moonhte beaches. champagne
brunch etc Lers be fnendsl CBW
Box 805 TPL 22014
GWM 48 Nice oody. Want to meet
domlnanl·type muscular man for
good times. CBW Box 802 TPl
22015
SWM , 28 Honest. sincere and
romantic Ukes to dance and
cuddle, seeks SWF 24·32 With
lun·lovlng attitude and a grea!
sense of humor CBW Box 803 TPL
22016
DWM 31 Shy, hones~ open mlOOeO
oId·fashloned, Inteillgenl, mostly
round, nearly oald, bearded, PIpe
smoker IS Interested In meetmg a
lady With whom to listen to the
waves, Sing to the stars, lace Into
the Wind, wander In the woods, and
otherwise go adventunng. P.O. Box
743, Scarborough, ME 04074
TPL 22016

MWtM<W~

Compatibles

DESPERATELY SEEKINGTIM: You
fwnd me in tte parking let lamenting
the loss of my towed car. You drove
me all over Portland to find it. You
requested only a kiss on the cheek for
your efforts but left me without a clue to
find you. Give me a helpful hint so we
can share dinner, ballroom dancing,
and some laughs. Beth. CBW Box 811
TPL22023

"The Dating Service That Cares"
You've seen me on Donahue and U.S.A. Today.
As the oldest elating service in N.E., we have
introduced thousands of singles with caring
concern and affordable rates. Why not you?
We're not just another
elating service.
We're Compatibles.
Call for a free
consultation.

767-1366
DWM 29 5'3" Physically fit, but
nol obsessed. Looking for more
lhan jusl a lover. I'm looking lor a
friend. The only commitment is a
lrue-blue friendship, the kind that
includes movies, plays, dinner,
sharing, caring and being there.
From sokl-out concerts to wine and
candlehghl. So if you're a S·DWF
21-30(or so), 5'·5'"(or so),
physically fit, but not obsessed,
and could use another friend,(who
couldn't), let's talk. CBW Box 809
TPL 22021
SWM 25 Honest, inlelligenl,
romantic very attractive, nice build,
(5'9' 170 Ibs) enJoy staymg in
shape, non·smoker, with a variety
of interests Indoors and out.
Seeking a SF 20·28 wuh similar
characlerlstlCs who enjoys long
walks on tha beach, candle lit
dinners. a good mOVie, spnng skiing
or anything else we may think 01.
Lars enJOY Spring together CBW
Box 810 TPL 22022
DESPERATELY SEEKING TIM ;
You found me in the parkmg lot
lamenting Ihe loss 01 my towed car.
You drove me all over Portland to
find II. You requested on~ a kiss on
the cheek lor your elforts bul leli
me Without a clue to find you. Give
me a helpful hint so we can share
dinner, bellroom dancing, and some
laughs Beth CBW Box 811 TPl
22023
GWF tm an attractIVe. stable 2'
year old 100kll19 for someone young,
Intelligent and tun·loVing. I'm a hard
worker and play hard as wei:. I love
dancing, sports, qUiet lime and
SOCIaliZing. If you're slable In you'
sexuality and wanl to share In a
relationship, please wnle CBW
Box 812 TPL 22024
ATTRACTIVE EDUCATED 30
year old MWM seaks Inleiligent,
attracllVe self·assured woman for
discree t mutually satlslying
interlude. Respond PO Box 235
Brunswick ME 0401 t TPL 22025

MALE MUSICfAN seeks lemale
vocalist for fun ard profil. Eclectic
interests range from old
standards 10 new jazz. Las t
summe(s Qig was fine as a solo;
could be twICe as nice this year. No
pressure on the 'playing out' pert;
lust as willing to explore 'playing
In: Include pholo, phone and 3
favorite songs. P.O. Box 841
Brunswick Me 04011 TPL 22018
THREE SWM, gilied, in search of
3 SWF Barroneltes to cure cabin
fever. Leave talking message for
appointment. The Doctor's are in.
CBW Box 80 TPL 22080
TWO PRETTY WOMEN In their
early 30's whose wardrobes conslsl
of silk dresses, faded blue Jeans,
hlgh·heeled pumps, and hiking
boots have cabm fever. We are
seeking two attractive men whose
inlerests are as vaned as ours to
go out and have some lun With.
Looking to cure the midWinter
splfitual rots? Why not sit down
and write us a letter. CBW Box
807 TPL 22019
HEALTHY COUPLE seeking BI or
Lesbian for quiel times or big time
bashes. We have extra space. CBW
Box 808 TPL 22020
GWM 30, STABLE, recently come
to terms wllh being gay. Nice
looking, kind, open, emotional but
not effeminate. EnIOY: exploring
coast, mountains and nature
plants, pizza, photography ar..
guys wJlh goals. Interests ano
Slncenty who communicate honestly
Not promiscuolJs, I believe
fnendshlp and trust IS Vital In any
relaDonshlp. If you've been hesitant
answering ads, I was too. but drop
me a note, even II you'd just hke to
talk. CBW Box 007, TPL 22007
SINGLE BUSINESS WOMAN In
mid· 20's is seeking Iinanoally wei·
established older gentleman to
lulfill her needs as she lulfills hiS.
Confidentiality a musl. CBW Box
806 TPL 22017

Portland
SWM, 28, brown hair , green eyes
6'0', athletic. Looking for SWF 18:
25, nol into relationShips, but into
enjoyable, safe sex. My JOb requires
I travel so this will be a casual
silualion. Prelerably you're young,
thin and nol intimidated. This is my
first letter, tool CBW Box 813
TPL 22026

Now, not only can you read the personals- but you can also listen
and even talk to theml

Talking Personals are a quick and easy way to find out more about
the pe~n pladng the ad, to share more about yourself, or Just to
see who s out there.
To listen to the Talking Personals In thfs"ssue, Just follow these
sImple dIrections:
1. DIal 1-900-896-2824 from any phone.
Each call cost 95¢ per minute, billed to your phone.

Don't leave it to chance. Let us introduce you to
someone special Selectively Thoughtfully. Cheerfull)
Bemg single iii Mame can
fTL m .____ r
be fun again. V,Ihv wait ~reroXlr/w'
any longer? Call •
1Out:fi
The Personallbuch
" Excha~eSt., Portland, Mt,(l4 1(1
77'3-1688

_.
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Enter the 'TPL' number listed at the end of the ad you
wish to respond to,

4. listen to the recorded message, and leave your
response If you wish. It's as easy as thatl

All ulIs aft screened. Obscene mesuses wm be deleted.
To plAce you own T~ldns PersorW Ad, c.o Mull ICeDeher <It 775-6601.

So let's talk personal!

DO

YOU
• GIVE MASSAGES?

• REPAIR CARS?
• PULL TEETH?

• DEAL ANTIQUES?
• TUNE PIANOS?
Choose c..co a.y
Weeldy as a vehicle for
delivering the message
about your business
to the Portland area's
most active readers.
Our readers want quality
service and professionals
they can trust. Help then
lind you In the caw

a.••IIIed••

tations

1-9jfq!!:~evJ!;~~ts55
1-900;JJJ!Pi6.5.55 ....
1-900-990-7555
0
Come & (jet It
1-900-990-8555 .-~

2. When the rnachlne answers, dfal access code 22.
3. Now the rnachlne will ask for a spedflc number.

\~

'When was the last time you met
someone who blew you away?

~

ERSONAL

Auburn

Always imitated but never equaled.

\\\

r-4

Can we talk?
About personals?
You bet we can.

783-1500

Q)

notices
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Techniques for Understanding
Yourself and Others
6 Saturdays, beginning March 17
9:30a.m.-12:00 noon,
Tuition $65 plus a $15 materials fee,
For more information call 874-6500 or 780-4510
sponsored by Community Programs
a unit of the division of Continuing Studies

o University of Southern Maire

MIrth 15, 1990

1•

Casco Bay Weekly

Treatmenr for Addictions, ACQA Issues, and

Lucy C. Chudzik
207-761-9096
licensed Substance Abuse Counselor

Street.
Does being in love mean
being in pain? Leam how 10 chanlJe
dysfunctional
relationship
patterns, TheraPl group now
forming based on Women Who
Love Too Much", For more
information call 871-9256.
WOMEN WHO LIVE APART
~om their children. Group now
forming. Women who do not live
with their ch~dren, whatever the
circumstances, often have feelings
of loss, pain, guilt, anger and
IsolallOn. JOin a safe, supportive
environment with other women who
understand. We will be starting
soon in Portland. Call Karolyn
Rossein, MA, at 766-2809
CASCO BAY MONTESSORI is
ollering an Arts & Crafts time for
the young child ages 3-7. The class
time will be 3:30-5:30, M-1. Early
arrivals at 300 will be welcomed.
The class will be limited to 12
children and will focus on seasonal
themes. Also accepting applications
for aftemoon Montessori ·Sessions.
Call 799·2400 for more details.
EDUCATORS/THERAPISTS
working with speciaf needs chiidren.
Announcing the first Arts and
Expressive Therapies Institute
workshop series : "Integrating
Music/Music Therapy Techniques
Into Classroom and Therapeutic
Settings." Workshop tailored to
your specific needs. Begins late
March. Call Chris Trout, RMT-BC
for compl&te information. 7676018
TAROT/PSYCHIC READINGS
by Sue. Skilled in helping people
through life/earth changes. 15
years experience. Call after 5PM
for appointm9f1t. 772-6637
WHOLE FOOD WORKSHOPS
for folks in trans ition to a
vegetarian eating style . 3 sessions:
April 3, 10 and 17 10a.m. to noon.
Spring special $35. For more
information or registration, call
774-888
JUST IN! New spring selection of
books and thoughtful gitt items at
Maybe Someday, 185 Congress St.
773-3275. All proceeds go to
support our innovative program
for people With MS.

Or Wait Until

The Year 2000
The U.S. Census &.treau is looking for
temporory workers to help check mailing addresses, deliver questionnaires,
and conduct on-the-spot interviews.
The job lasts from two to eight weeks,
the hours are flexible, and the pay is
$7_00 per hour plus $.24/mile car
allowance,
If you are at least 18 years old, or a high
school senior, contact:
&.treau of the Census
343 Gorham Road
South Portland, ME 04106
(207) 879-1699
You must be a U.S. citizen. An equal'
opportunity employer_

.CENSUS'90
~ It Pays To Ger The Facts

2 WOMEN VOCALISTS AND
MUSICIANS seeking other female
vocalists/musicians for women's
contemporary folk group. For more
information, please call Ellen at
799·7909 or Toby at 773-9724.
Leave rne5$8(j8 _
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NEWIMAGES
Therapeutic. Massage

Unden 'Thigpen
Certified Mau"l!" Therapist

by. appointment
775-4010.
WAY OF WOMEN, Seven weekly
classes exploring anci9f1t practioes
and wisdom of women to createllri
experience of the diVine woman
within. Ca ll 799-4927 for
brochure. Kathleen McKuai, MA,
Jungl8.n based Therapy for Women.
SPRfNG LECTURE Mary and
Joseph Jochman's win share tools
for communicating with the AngelIC,
deva, elemental and imaginal
kingdoms of the Earth Mother.
First Unitarian Church, Portland.
Tuesday, March 20 7:30-9:30 PM
$10 One 01 Hearts 766-5887,
871·0287
AUTHENTICITY
AND
VOCATION: HONORING THE
SACRED~SS OF YO~ LFE BY
STANDING IN THE FIRE OF THE
IMPERATIVES OF YOUR HEART.
Weekend retreat. April 6, 7, & 8,
Notre Dame Spiritual Center,
Alfred ME. For Information call :
Dwinell & Hall, 2071799-1024.

PROFESSIONAL Mff to share
SO. FREEPORT MiF roommate 10
Portland house with law student. LONG ISLAND Charming 3BR share beautiful cozy house near
cottage in quiet SC9f1ic location. harbor. Fireplaoe, porch, ga-'en,
Large rooms, WID, oil-street Close to beadles and lennis courts, WID. No smokers or pets pf;se.
par~ing, nice fenced in yard, all conv9f1iences. $350 per week Avail immed. $325/month 865garage, more. $400 plus utils. during May, June, Sept $500 per 4558
Negotiable. 772-3863
week during July and August Call Mff ROOMMATE, NIS to share
NON-SMOKING female wanted S396240
.
large, 3BR apt. in USM area. HW
for sunny, quiet, convenient N NEW TWO BR eXeaJ.ve
• house .In ffoors, fireplace, perlting, storage.
Deering house. Large yard, garage Scarborough. 0P9f1 floor plan, HW Call Barbara at 773-3364 $325
and basement, upstairs is yours. fl, custom kitchen, large family + util.
$300 plus utils, avail. now. Cafl room large ecfuded d
797-5919
'
s
yar ,garage, ROOMMATES HERE! You need
L.l. BEAN NORTHPORT near beach. reasonable rent, no them, we've got them. Portland's
pets. Cafl 883-8454
established roommate referral
empioyees: HouseR msate wanted for COUNTRY FARM HOUSE, So. service has the perfect person to
residence on ay t, 5 minutes Bridgton, 50 min. from Portland. share cur home or the perfect
from your jobl Newly redecorated Private beach garden f h
'
home with large yard, WID and lots
. '.
s, .res
home you D slla-el For low fees,
of character. $275. Call 772- e~ Stelnw~ Grend Plano. and professional service call HI:
2466
~YL~t~CHA~ ~pporters 1~~o~MMATE LOCATER 774M/F NONSMOKER, Merey read no furtherl GF professional
Hospital area, sunny, conveni9f1~ non-smoker seeks same GFIM D ROOMMATE TO SHARE
parking included at $280 plus half share sunny 2 bedroom apt in contemporery new home in quiet
utils. Avail. April 1, call 773-8313 Riverside area '3OOIm,0 includes Scarborough neighboorhood with
OLD ORCHARD BEACH male or heat, wid, parking private yard professional male. Near
female, share 2BR condo with NIS With garden. Please leave message Scarborough Beach $375/mo +
professional. $325 plus utils, sec. at 878-8970 anytime
util. 883-8454
'
dep. and references. Call 878- CHEM FREE HOME in Yannouth, HOUSEMATE-PROFESSIONAL
2994 or 282-1401 , ask for Irvin.
Rt 88 high wooded ridge. frivate non-smoking,liberaJ-minded female
ROOMMATE to share 3BR apt. entrance, wood stove, 18 x 30' to share country home. Must like
with 2 creative people. Spacious, room, $390 Inc all 646-9038 '
animals, Ig bedroom, wid + cable.
sunny environment, avail. 3-15. 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED for 2 1$2251mo +util. 15-20 min. to ME
$165 plus·utils and deposit Call apts. Sunny E. Prom large 2 Mall. 642~23 evenings
871·1
-_
bedroom apts. Need M!F Non- A DEAL for Dr. or professional
o SHARE 2BR apt. Own . smoking persons. $225/ml» Utlt. personl $300/month + utils.
bedroom, bath. Uvlng room, dining call 775-2790 or 828-1229 after Baxter Blvd area, deck, perking,
room, storage, oil-street perking, Spm.
lots of privacy,. Sharing but like
lots of space, cable, phone, pets IHOUSE SHARING 3rd person living alone. No smoking, no pets.
OK. NICe Brackett St. area, $250 wanted to share 4 bedroom home in 774-0852.
Includes all. Cafl Ashley at 761- Cape Elizabeth. $300 per person MORNING ST
'th ba r
4696
'
.
+ IlIiI 79ir62
.
sublet avail. April f'throu~hg:i
M MATURE, chem-Iree qUiet, ROOMMA
NEEDED April 1'1 31 or parts thereof with posslble
non-smoker, preferably vegetarian, $185/month; heated, 3 bedroom extension through October. Huge
to share beautiful 2BR apt. near apt, 5 min. walk from U.S.M. and apartment With two amiable
Woodfords. Large BR with HW P.S.A. Students preferred call housemates. $225 inc.heat, 772Ooors, bay window, sun porch, big 773-1308.
,
5665
yard. and more.$262 plus utils. HOUSEMATE WANTED Sunny, MALE SEEKS MALE roommate.
Avail. Apnl I , call Terry at 774- SpaCIOUS Woodfords Corners apt Hav.e 2BR apt.. comple tely
9378
.
wfoVasher and outdoor porch . furnished, everything Included,
FOR SALE, oceanfront lot needs Looking for responsible housemate. $300 per month. Call 892-7122
seven government agencies $150 + 114 utils., secUrity deposIt. arT)'Irne
approval to build, would consider 871 -7028
• ROOMMATE Mff to share house
co-ciwnership, call 767-2314
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted In Buxton. 10 minutes to Maine Mall,
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to for Merey Hospital area apt. Larg~ 5 mlnute~ to Gorham , $350
share cozy apt. in quiet Westbrook rooms, HW 1Ioors, porch. Seeking a Includes utils. DePOSit, references,
neighborhood. Must like cats. $225 clean, -'esponsible type. $275 plus NiS, 929-6017 after 8PM.
per month includes utils, yard, 112 utilities. 871 -9300
FEMALE QUIET chem-free person
parking. Close to busline. Eves. SSEKING CHEM-FREE Mif for wanted to share 2BR apt on W~t
856-0066 or 854-1624
beautiful renovated E. Prom apt. SI. . Non -Smoker. Security
BEAUTIFUL large sunny apt, Sunny, HW floors , tastefu lly requl.red . $287.50/month +
waterfront views, on Eastern decorated. Front deck looks over electrIC (haat Incl 761-9547
Prom, non-smokers please, $225 Casco Baylll AVBlI. 3115 or 411 , Mff 20-25 to share sunny.3BRS.
plus utils. Call 774-4907
$300 + Utll. 774-3013
Portland apt. $175 plus third utlls,
call 799-8161

Home, Ofllce, Condo
"Nobody likes 10 hear
about company dirt,

learnin

excep' us_"

throwing and hand building. Low fee
includes lessons, materials, practice
, time. Studio 132, 772-4334
I CHILDREN'S ART CLASSES
I after school 3:45-5 :45 PM,
. Tuesdays ages 6-8 and Thursdays
ages 9-12 taught bu Barbara
Janoff. Call Waynfleet School
Applied Arts Program 774-5721

Casco Bay
Services
Lei us hear about your dirt!

COLLEGE STUDENT With truck
avalable to do odd jobs and moving.
Very handy and can fix most
everything. Excellent references,
'call any time, day or night, n42159, 1eave message.
• INCOME TAXES prepared at
reasonable rates. Accurate ,
prompt, personal service.
Electronic filing for quick refund .
For appointment or estimate call
John f+Jdson at 772-1199, 7AM to
t OPM. 7 days a week.

879-7049
FILM OR SLIDES transferred to
videotape . Call Port Star
Productions. Also; marketing
tapes ,
weddings,
live
performances, video resumes. Call
775-0514. Ask about joining our
talent filesl
~:-....ii;;==~l;J FOLK PERFORMERS! BARRA
AUDIO PRODUCTIONS can
provide you with a pllOfessionai
quality demo or productiOn master
SINGIN.G LESSONS' offered by WHOLlSTIC MUSIC studio :- for a fraction of the usuaf cost of
profeSSional classical singer in Voice, pano,lfld keyboard 1essalS.
studio time. Available at no
Portland. My work fcx:uses on ~ Suzuki piano, children and adults. additional cost ate arranging and
technique, mUSical interpretation Adult beginners gleefully
accompaniments services utiizing a
and body and breathing awareness encouraged I n3-825O
host of instrum9f1ts. Come and hear
thr~ugh Yoga exercises. Call PIANO LESSONS with NYhow good you can sound I !Sorry
Chnstlna Astrachan 772-6031 .
Ira' ed
. .V m
Eliott
rockers, sccoustic mU6lcian5
OLDER BEGINNERS at lastl ' Charry
In PJplanls:J~e~ng
ONLY.) $15.00/hr (207) 443p . las
.
'
.
. ages. .
'.
3465
0
Bin s and fun PI,ana or electronIC forward D the smile on your child'S
FREE FREE FREE Junk car
keyboard lessons In the prrvacy of facel Adults welcome. Call n2removal, any condition. Call 9AM, ~ :;"h:,~11 Sandy
,2442.
9PM, 7 days a week, 773-6878
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
at the Portland Electolysis C~nic.
LEARN
Upper lip, eyebrows, erms, bikini
• GUITAR. aAU
lines. Invest in yourself I call 7747104
PlANOIKAYBOARD •

_m-

/I

n""'f"'J·":i""9~ilPl'l'tl"["a""*":j·

*

eLAY STUDIO SPACE (shared)
BA.YV-WIL.. COURLJPTS $115/month. We provide sink.
.J:Ieated , MQdern stu!l!os tables, shelves, wheels, and firings.
...t45 01 475
1
!led! n~~ So. Portland Abby 767-4394
~~~~08~o:!s°maM;~ PROFESSIONAL OFFICE sublet
ELEGANT WESr END APT 4 very attractive, ~paCIOUS. In
..
..
counseling group sUite. 1 day D full
bedrooms, IMng toom, dining room, time $100-500. Shared waiting
small hall, 2 baths, fully-carpeted. room , phone, clerical service,
ap~hanced good storage ~ supervision available. Dr. Ron
+utll. 846-5416 0
F t h 7725581
- --"WEST SIDE CHARMING 3 BR 1..91_n_ec
_ _-_ _ _ _---.
apt 2 upper floors of historic
CushQ'lan st home. Sunny, speciols
entrance + utilities s.eparate.
at the
Bargain for 2 responsible adults.
$580 + util and gas heat 761-1833
124 PINE ST Newly renovated 2
A historically remodeled
bedroom, fully applianced kitchen,
building devoted
hardwood floors , working
entirely to artists.
fireplace, porch, parking. ALL uti!.
Now has two incredible
inc. storage lZZ:i
openings
DEERING ST .39 Sun!1Y 1 BR
apt., 3rd floor "lsioric VICtorian
$135. and $100. per
building, good privacy, wood noors,
month,
coin laundry, ~inc heat, hw.
Darkroom space, all
Security and references required.
utiltties included.
874-902Q
'

STUDIO SPACE
ARTIST'S STUDIO

799-4759

BIG COMPANY ACCOUNTING
for small business and selfemployed individuals. We offer a
computerized accounting servioo
which is fast, reliable and C06teffectiVe. " you 'I(BIlt to spend your
time on thi~ morevaluabie kl your
I business, call us foraccoun~ng and
tax services. 799-4316

musIc essons

I

*DRU"'.
* • IY1ITHUIUR
*
.t PortJand'.

NUMllUIONa

"11810 Teaching Paclll¥

.~
~i

GUITAR & DRUM WORKSHOP

PEAKS ISLAND Boat mooring
site, 70 sq. ft. steep hillside lot.
2!3 intertidal and deep water.
Unbulldable? Seven goy'!. agerries
permits needed. Self for $3333.33
or possible no.cash ownership
offered. 767-2314 eves.
ALASKA! Ticket from Boston to
Fairbanks, one way through
Cincinnati, via Delta, $250. 7673193, ask for Andy, Good through
May 10. 0
.
SOLID OAK COUCH great shape
$75. 13 cu. ft. refridgerator,
white, tall, full size freezer, exc,
cond $75 Dan n2-0418
UNIQUE custom made gold with
diamond wedding band and
engagement ring set. Worn less
than a year. Woman's size 6
(approx) $225 773·0934.
LEATHER PURSE custom made,
hand-crafted leather woman's
purse. 2 mos, old $135 new, asking
$70. 773-0934
STEREO SYSTEM Hannon Kardon
CD91 tape deck and HK3301
reciever, Boston accoustic A70
speakers, dual CS515 semiauto
turntable Emerson CD Best
offer, Da~ , 799-6083 '

IZ services

CLEANING

WANT TO REACH 40,000 of
Greater Portland's most
interesting readers . Advertise
your business or service in Casco
Bay Weekly's growing Classifieds ~~~, INTERESTfNG, pottery
lessons. Beginning oradvanoed wheel
section.

for rent

ME 04101

ATIRACTIVE LADY, 40's,50's,
as artists portrait-costume model,
afternoons . Apply personally .
Afternoon Gallery, 49 Dartmouth
St Portland, Wed, Thurs, Fri from
1-4:30 PM . Experience not
necessary

DRAWING,
PAINTING
Individual instruction. Experienced
teacher Mil help you at any level. Call
the Afternoon Gallery, 49
Dartmouth St, Portland, Wed, Thu,
Fri, Atternoons or call 871-9235 .
same days.
NEW THEATER CLASSES at Mad
Horse Theater. A spontaneous
discovery of self-expression using
dramatic mIWem9f1ts, improvisation,
gestur'lo mime and other theater
exercis .... Students will create
theater vignettes based on personal
experienoo, imagery and wribngS. For
beginners and others. Directed by
Frans Rijnbou~ who has taujlht at
NYU and at the UniverSity of
Winnipeg. 8 Tuesday eves., 7-8:30
starting March 20th. $80. Call 879-

83 TOYOTA TERCEL, 4-dr, 5&pd. looks and drives like new, must
sell quick, $2450 or Dest. 7727880.........
87 VW SCI ROCCO white classic,
loaded, 4 studs, 4 Pirellis, very
clean, 53k, 5spd 010, $9000, call
729-0461 eves & wknds.
TOYOTA Pickup 1964 Highway
mias, welf-maintained. Cap, siders,
aluminum wheels. $3500 or best
offer. 772-3258.
1982 SUBARU sedan-red, 4 dr,
PW, PS, PB, AC, some rust,
129,000 miles, $1000 or best
offer. Must sell. 865-3433.
1985 FORD RANGER w"h cap, !;speed, 4-eycl, $1650 or best
offer. 772-7880.
VOLVO 1165 122 2-dr. nice
condition, 2-litre, dual carb, 4spd. , sport exhaust. $2500 or
best offer. 637-2364.
CHOICE 1984 Celebrity sm.
Newly rebuilt 9flgine, 98K, $2600.
82 Dodge 400 82K, $1600. Both
cars well-maintained, good shape
inside and out. Make offers, n76904.
1987 JEEP COMMANCHE 4-cycl,
4-wheel drive sport truck. Power
steering, power brakes, AM-FM,
black, moderate highway miles,
nev... plowed, good condition Good
deaf at $6000. can 772-5304.
1985 TOYOTA Corolla GTS. 5speed , air, sunroof, fun car.
$4550 or best offer. n2-2919
or 773-8589.
1Ul VW RABBIT 4-dr .
99,8000 miles $800. Call 7619450 after 6:30,
1987 FORD F03S8 I -ton truck
with stake bed. Transferable life
time rust proof warranty. 30..000
miles, $12,500 call 874-8529 M-F
or 787-2187 night or weekends.
1988 TOYOTA 4x2 excellent
condition. 14,000 miles, Brahma
cap, slide windows, rust-proofing,
AM-FM stereo, asking $7200.
Don, 839-4567 eves. please.
1989 FORD PROBE GT Turbo .
Loaded with every option including
CD player, red with red inlenor.
Must sell buying house Call Dam at
m7745626 or 865-3058.

C~ependency

Indlvldualo, Group. and Couple.

EARN UP TO $339.84 per week
assembling our products at home.
Amazing recorded message reveals
~ etails. Ext. 304, 603-895-9588
MAINE SHARE, a fundraising
umbrella of grassroots groups,
seeks 2nd part·time organizer.
Send letter, resume by March 19 to
RFD I, Box 80, liberty, ME
04949. Call 1-827-3107 or 1789'5121 for details.

wees

roomma es

em 10 ment

..
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Arts & Letters

This 8-song cunlte "mini
album" is Ivalllbilat your
lavorite record store or
send $5 .9810:
Real Eyes Records
276 Stlte Street'3
Portllnd, Maine 04101

1985 5MB lOO-S, 4-door, 5 87 HONDA ACCORD LXI '
speed, sunroof, AG, At.l-FM Clarion hatchback, excellent shape, AM-FM
Cassette, 68K miles, cruise cassette, AC, cruise, pwr wind,
controll, heated seats, all electirc, pwr mirr, snow tires, PB/PS,
fog lights. Excellent condition $9100, n3-6373 or n3-1110.
87 GlI JETIA all tha extras
$7900. n4-0004.
77 AMC HORNET wagon .. runs bright red, sunroof, AC, great
well, a true classici $300, 82 shape, $7500 or best offer.
.
MERCURY LYNX WAGON, new 774-8066.
brakes and tires $650 call 883- CALIFORNIA CORVETTE,
white, T-top, telescope and tilt
1473.
1"4 MERCURY Grand Marquis, wheel. Needs interior worlt, good
LS, loaded, 461<, new muffler & engine. Compare aroond, check blue
shocks, excellent condition $5500 book price. $7000, call John at
874-0542
or best offer, n3-2577.
1180 VW SCIROCCO 4 speed, 1981 5MB gODS AUTO 4-dr,
1031<. 2 new radials, runs wei, some 120k, runs very well, perfect
rust $475. 647-5028 atter 6PM. interior. $2500, 764-0561
1985 BUICK RIVERA fully 1984 SUBARU GL hatchback, AMloaded, excellent condition, call FM, Pirelli tires, runs great, 7723192
879-1869.
1987 4X4 SUBARU GL coupe, 1988 VW GOLF 2DR hatchback
Lt blue, 651<, great shape. Asking w/air, exooll9f1t condition inside and
out, asking $6950. 883-8434
$6500 CALL 797-4673.
IF MOTHER TOLD YOU to stop anytime
being shiftless, get into gear with 1"8 VW FOX excellent condition,
this standard trans. V-6, 1981 moving must sell 4-spd, AM-FM
Malibu wagon. New sticker, runs cassette, $4800 or best, eves
strong, looks good. $950 shifts 774-3858
DODGE ASPEN good condition,
ownership. 657-2454.
1979 FORD FAIRMONT wagon, PS, PB, AC, AM-FM, new sticker,
4-spd ,
4-cycl,
good new tires, must sell, best offer, call
transportation. $695 or best Kelly at 773-6409
offer. Step-up OH trailer, good 86 AUDI 4000 CS Quatro 4 WD.
condition, $900 or best offer. All power, AMIfM cassette. Great
Carl $9400. 773-8830.
929-<>956.
77 VW RABBIT
diesel, 87 5MB SPG TURBO, metallic
impeccable maintenance record , grey, 5-spd, 48k, service records,
near mint condition, cloth interior $14700, call ns·7979
4-dr., 4-spd, AM-FM cassette 89 TOYOTA PICKUP V-6, 4wd,
with equalizer, luggage rack, 5-spd, x-tra cab, asking $11500,
optional winter tires & rims, call Steve at 761-8323 days or
incredibly clean. Avg 45 mpg, 773-2334 eves.
$1495 firm. 764·2739.
87 VW SCIROCCO, 16 valve,
1987 FORD BRONCO exc. condo moving 10 NYC, must sell. Call Mary
power package, cruise control, days at 767-6100 or eves. at
.
running boards with lights, tire 442-7857
rack, AIC. 36K, $13,000. 829- 1986 SUBARU, excellent
condition , AM -FM cassette,
3297.
82 VOLVO WAGON overdrive, sunroof, 38,000 miles, selling for
881<, runs good, body great, asking $3600 far below what you'd pay on
$4600 or best offer. Call late a car lot. Compare at $5000.
879-7037 eves.
774 -0435 .
82 PEUGEOT 604 Turbo diesel, 1985 MAZDA RX-7 GS model,
excellent condition, power windows, immaculate finish, AC, PB, PS.
sunroof, and locking system . Black with gray velour. A fun car
to drive. Below book at $5975.
$5400 negotiable. 774-1343.
1982 MERCURY LN7. Body needs 878-2312.
work-engine runs great. b.o. call
-1535

NINTENDO CARTRIDGES with
instruction booklets for sale, $15
"ar cartidge, call 865-6722, leave
~.

DINfNG ROOM SET, beautiful
modem rosewood, expendable
table, 4 chairs, large china cabinet
With sliding glass , very special
crystal cabinet. High quality set,
great condition. Moving. $1500.
Call 774-6677
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES tix
from Portland to Daytona, leaves
April 2, $100 or best offer. Can
774 -8058
NEED TO SELL Women's Black ·
leatherd'acket, like new (m) $130.
Blizzar Skiis (195) $30. Women's
Skates (size 8) $10. 10 gal fish
tank With stand and accessories
$t5, Women's red down coat (s)
$25 leave mesa~e, 774-8764
IF THERE IS ANYBODY out ther
with color .photo. facil ities and is
Interested In renang them , please
give me a call at 766-5593
WOMEN'S CLASSIC longer ~tyle
bUSiness clotheS-SUits.. skirts,
dresses, blouses coats. Sizes .8·10,
some hardly worn, Some onglnally
$200, now $3 to $40 883-3919

MlllIR WELDER RouQh-neck 2E,
16HP Tecumsah eng ine, 50 ft
leads. heavy duty cart, $950 or
best, 883-3962 or 883-6496.
USED OFFICE furniture, folding
tables, drafting tables , Fax,
phones , calculator, chairs ,
Intercoms, etc. Call 883-3962 or
883-6496.
SKIS Rossignal 4M, new in 89,
used twice, 203cm, Saloman 957
bindings, $600 value, sell for
$495, 657-4312
MAC SE 1 meg RAM 20 hd with
standard keyboard. Upgradin~ to
'SE 30. excellent condition,
Hypercard, system 602, shareware
and freeware, $2250 or best. Rich,
772-4400.
READY TO FLY! Red hawk
uttralight, enclosed cockpit, push
button start, full aerilons and
flaps. On wheels, with floats,
$6500 or best Catmaren with new
trampoline and rollerreefing rig,
$1400, 799-4305.
CELLULAR PHONE take it
anywhere-home, camp, woods ,
wherever. Comes With battery, &
charger, 6-voll cord, 2 antennaes,
only $600. Call 62!;-8729, noon2PM anv day.

I

Maine rMldern add 5% .1. tax. Make
check or mon"l order P2)'1blB 10
Rell Eyoo Recorda. No call. ploa...

. DIAL-A-HOTLINE

198OF-150 XLTLariat SupelCab
pickup with air and loaded, 5 spd,
t 5K miles, bed liner, excellent
shape, $10,000 or best offer.
883- 6496 atter 6PM.
1986 SIERRA 1500 GMC pickup,
power sterring, stereo, $3500 or
best offer, 883-3962 days or
883-6496 aller 6PM.
88 MAZDA 626, AMIfM cassette
stereo, PS, 5-spd, 11K, $8250.
797-8966.
1983 CHRYSLER LEBARON red
4-dr auto, cruise, 30 mpg, no rust,
looks great, runs good, well mainlained, reoont sticker. $1800
or best 646-4324.
1984 NISSAN 300 ZX excell9f1t
condition. 49K, 5-spd, t-tops.
Loaded, white wltan interior. Will
ay wh9f1 I sell. $7900. Call 7746489.
1"5 VOLVO GL wagon, loadedair, auto, leather seats, wine
wlbeige interior, mint 501(, AM-FM
cassette, call 781 -3072 or 7722202. $9900.
65 VALIANT station wagon, 87k,
classic car with '3 on the column'
needs some body work and a caring
home. $1000, call 773-4888
84 SUBARU 4-dr GL, good
condition, IOBk, one owner. $2000
or best offer. n4-9738
82 PONTIAC GRAN PRIX with
T-tops, loaded with extras, very
reliable and in great condition.
$2200 or best, 848-5717
82450 CUSTOM HONDA, 8954
miles, $800, also 85 GS700 E
Suzuki, 4330 miles, asking $3600,
both excellent and good running
condition. Call rodney at 773-2781
from 5-6PM.
1979 CHEVY CAPRICE Landau
roof, 4-dr, AC, cruise, stereo, new
tires, battery, alt Good condition
with new sticker. $1000 or best
offer. 775-6586.
83 TOYOTA CAMRY LX CC ,
AC , all power , AM -FM
cassette/equalizer, excellent shape,
high miles, $2800 or best offer.
82 Pontiac Phoenix, 6-cycl, CC,
AM-FM 77,000 miles, excellent
shape. $1000 or best offer. Tim.
879-7038.
1976 PONTIAC Lenll,n;>'
cond oinside

hanwoven
rug,
pure woof, new ones I $1700,
must sell at $850. 6x4, 773-7988
SONY VIDEO camcorder, 8-mm,
many extras, perfect condition,
$600 or best offer, call 725-3310
or 725-9494 eves.
MACINTOSH SE DUAL
driVes 1 meg ram, purchased
12-89, must sell $1750 or best
772-0963
FLUTE Gemelnhardt.
condrtlon, With case, $160.
1560 or 774-2635
TUBE-TYPE DYNACO
pre amp and stereo. 70 power amp
with manuals and spares. $100
both or $75 each 774-1203

Each of the items listed below is
commonlyassociated withoneormore
of the numbered holes pictured. See if
you can match them up.
Use all the numbers, but each only
once. The hole thing is in relative scale.
_
_
_
_
_

standard telephone
baby powder
sugar dispenser
bathtub drain
Trimline telephone
a udio cassette
_ ground pepper
_ grated cheese
_ Comet cleanser
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1) "Doone,".,),"
2) - Li'IAOOet'

3) 1he Katz.en}tmmcr Kid,"
4)

-n.. W;zw oild -

5) "'Pogo"
6) -u..tIe BaHey"
-Peanuts"

9.

n

8)
9)

-And y c.pp-

"!l e.-

10) "Dick Tracy"

o
0
<3

0
0

<3 <3
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Solution to Reol Puzzle # 9
"Mandrake the Magician," -rcrr y
and the Pirates" and "Krazy KaI" generall y account for most of the CITOrS.
TIle correct sol utions i re::

It}
12)
!3)
14)
15)

"Nancy'"
"Slondie"
"'Terry and the Pi rail5"
"'Garneld"
"'Popeye'" (1lUmbleThe.atcr"l
16) "'Mandrake the Magician"

0
<3
<3

17) "'KrazyK.1.r

18) "Shoe"
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F"lnt prize gtX!S to Emil Cols<:h1 k h
ot5cMboroughand second goes to Pct.cr
Wey l of PortI.nd.

ERN IE POO ((,"",., ,.
THAT WAS THE MA tN CONCEPT OF 00016.

\-IE DRGfPED ME TlI€N HE

8AC.K.
M E ~GAI N.

SAID .COME

7J-.~~~___~~:-:"-:---:-~~:-!::-:~~1 Wf.lE N I WE !'IT SA C1<, HE QU IT
NOW CIND~ LVOER.M':lER LOVES HIM. WKtN
. Slit OION'i I f-IE WENT AFTE R. HER, .
NoW SHt IS CR\lING IN THE GIRLS

BATHRooM cV.RIj DN(,

l:oo~ 10f

Street Plll.:i Or! COl'gren
Sireet Aetords realllling Te:lchl!f
by D:Jvld Pndlrps A I proceeds Irom

Free touch tone info
on aplS. condos and
houses for rent/sale.

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?lfso,
there is a $20 gift certificate from AIberta'sfor the first prize winner. A$lS
gift certificate from Green Mountain
Coffee Roasters awaits the second prize
winner. Contestants are ineligible to
win more than one prize ina four-week
span. Only one entry is allowed per
person per 1eek.
All entries for tms week's puzzle
mustbereceivedbyWed.,Mar.21. The
solution to tms week's puzzle will
appear in the Mar. 29issueofCascoBay
Weekly.
Send your best guess to:
Real Puzzle #11
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

The hole truth

Street PlllJ benefit the homeless

JlAILMABY

Brokers, owners~ List
your property with the

TYPING

Don'; Pass ThIs Up

Voice"Ad HotIjue,

**Rlllumes
TechnfClI Reporta
* Transcriptions
* Manuscripts

• Cost effective rates

• 24-hour access
• Message recording

PROMPl', EFFICIENT

799-0186

77...-11410

.

J

Jt EuhqeSoee<,I'IxdonI, ME 04101
• Editing • Nolishing
• N....t.tte... Rq>om
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Creatin§ a non-alcoholic brew as good
as O'Douls wasn't easy.
It took talent. It took taste. It took
tradition.
But most of all it took AnheuserBusch, with over 138 years of brewing
excellence. The kind of excellence you'll
discover in O'Doul's.
O'Doul's starts as a fine premiwn
beer. Carefully brewed, fully fermented

and cold aged, using only the finest
ingredients. Then the alcohol is
naturally removed, retaining all
the great taste of a fine premiwnbeer.
Smooth. Delicious. Refreshing.
So the next time you'd like a
non-alcoholic brew, ask for
O'Doul's. You'll enjoy the taste
for years to come.

O'DOU[S. THE TASTE WILL WIN You O'VER.
O'Doul 's" malt bl>vera#" y 1989 An~u5@r-Busch. Inc., St. louis, :'do.

distributed

National Distributors, South Portland Maine.

Name three establishments that carry O'Doul's
premium non .. alcoholic beer and qualify for O'Doul's
St. Patrick's Day Prize Drawing.
The first correct entry drawn will win two lift tickets to
Shawnee Peak, the second will receive two tickets to the
Portland Stage Company, and 17 other lucky people
will receive O'Doul's T-shirts.

I found O'Doul's at:
1. _ _ _ _ _ __

2. _ _ _ _ _ __
3. _ _ _ _ _ __
MAIL TO:
0'0001'5 Drawing
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

enuies I1lIIIt be teeeived by March 17

